
 
 

MCAT - Khan Academy – Psych and Sociology 
Processing the Environment 

 

6A: Sensory Perception 
 

Visual Cues  
• When we look at something, we need to make inferences 

• Visual cues allows us to perceptually organize by taking into account the following cues:  
o Depth 
o Form 
o Motion 
o Constancy  

• Binocular cues 
o Having two eyes (i.e. binocular vision) allows us to perceive binocular cues from the 

environment. 
o Binocular cues are visual cues that allow us to perceive DEPTH. 
o Examples of binocular cues: 

▪ 1   Retinal disparity: 

• Eyes are ~2.5 inches apart, which allows humans to get slightly different 
views of objects. 

• These slightly different views gives us an idea of depth. 
 

 
 

▪ 2   Convergence  

• Convergence gives humans an idea of depth based upon how much the 
eyeballs are turned (mnemonic – eyeballs converging together for cross-
eyed when object is close)  

o Looking at objects far away – eye muscles are relaxed. 
o Looking at objects close to us – eye muscles are contracted 

(muscles in our eyes turn our eyes towards the object – think 
about looking at the end of your nose) 

• Monocular cues 
o Monocular cues are visual cues that we can receive which we do not need two eyes for.  
o Monocular cues that allow us to perceive FORM of an object. 



 
 

o Examples of monocular cues:  
▪ 1   Relative size – an object that is closer is perceived as being bigger.  

 
 
In action: 

 
Ebbinghaus Illusion – the orange dots are the same size. However, since 
the orange dot on the right is relatively larger than the blue circles that 
surround it, we perceive the orange dot on the right to be bigger than 
the orange dot on the left.  
 
 

▪ 2   Interposition - (overlap). Perception that one object is in front of another. An 
object that is in the front is inferred as being closer.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
▪ 3   Relative height – objects that are relatively higher are perceived to be 

farther away than those that are relatively lower (i.e. higher up in the field of 
view, not physically different heights) 
 



 
 

 
 
 

▪ 4   Shading and contour - using light and shadows to perceive form 
(depth/contours) of an object – e.g. image may looks like a crater OR a 
mountain, depending on the light and shadows of the object.  

 
 

o Monocular cues can also give a sense of MOTION 
▪ Motion parallax or ‘relative motion’. 

• Objects that are farther away appear to move slower, while objects that 
are closer appear to move faster.  

• e.g. looking out the window of a car – trees appear to move fast, while 
mountains in the distance appear to move slowly. 

• Can give an idea of how far away objects are based on how much they 
move as you move.  
 

o Monocular cue of CONSTANCY 
▪ Constancy – our perception of an object doesn’t change, even if the image cast 

on the retina is different.  

• Size Constancy: An object or person appears larger because they are 
closer (i.e. image cast on the retina is different), but we still perceive the 
objects as the same size.  

o  
o Lady at the front casts a bigger image on a retina, yet we know 

that these two woman are essentially the same size.  
 



 
 

 

• Shape Constancy: we still maintain the same perception of an object’s 
shape, even if the shape is changing. 

o  
o e.g. A door opening means the shape is changing, however we 

still perceive the door as a rectangle, even though it is casting a 
different shape on our retina.  
 

• Color Constancy: despite changes in lighting which change the image 
color falling on our retina, we understand (perceive) that the object is 
the same color.  

o  
o e.g. shading on a mug – even though part of the mug is in the 

shade and is therefore darker (i.e. the actual colour that is 
falling on our retina is different), we know that the cup is 
actually the same colour throughout.  

 
 

Sensory Adaptation 
 
Sensory adaptation - our senses are adaptable and they can change their sensitivity to stimuli.  

 

• Hearing adaptation – in response to a loud noise, a muscle of the inner ear will contract (this 
dampens vibrations in inner ear, which protects the ear drum) 

o This takes a few seconds to kick in – this adaptation wouldn’t work for immediate noises 
(e.g. a gun shot), but it works for extended loud noses (e.g. being at a rock concert for 
an entire afternoon) 

 

• Touch - temperature receptors become desensitized over time (e.g. getting used to the hot 
water after getting in a bath)  

 

• Smell – receptors in your nose get desensitized to molecular sensory information over time (e.g. 
no longer being able to smell the cologne you’re wearing as the day goes on) 
 

• Proprioception – refers to the sense of the position of the body in space, a sense of balance and 
where you are in space.  

o Experiment: Participant wore goggles that skewed everything (e.g. made everything 
upside-down, or tilted it to an angle), skewing their perception of the world.  



 
 

o Eventually, the image got flipped the right way up again, due to sensory adaptation. 
 

Up until now, we have mostly just seen down-regulation.  
With sight, we see both down- and up-regulation: 

 

• Sight – can get both down-regulation or up-regulation in sensitivity, in response to light 
intensity. 

o Down-regulation: light adaptation (response to intense light) 
▪ Pupils constrict (to let less light into the back of the eye) 
▪ Rods and cones become desensitized to light  

o Up-regulation:  dark regulation (response to lack of light) 
▪ Pupils dilate (to let more light into the back of the eye) 
▪ Rods and cones start synthesizing light-sensitive molecules  

 
Extra term – accommodation – essentially just the ability of the eye to focus on objects and make them 
clear even at different distances  
 
 

Weber’s Law 
 

• Just noticeable difference (JND) – the threshold at which you’re able to notice a change in a 
sensation.  
 

o 2.00 vs. 2.05 lb weight –  Weights feel the same.  
o 2.00 vs. 2.20 lb weight –  Weight difference would be noticeable.   

▪ JND = 0.20 lbs 
 
 

o 5.00 vs. 5.20 lb weight –  Weights feel the same.  
o 5.00 vs. 5.50 lb weight –  Weight difference would be noticeable.   

▪ JND = 0.50 lbs 
 

o Thus, when you’re holding 5.00 lb, the JND is a little higher than when you’re holding 
2.00 lbs. 

 

• Weber’s Law: 

      ↱ Weber fraction 

o ΔI/I = k  
                   ↳ Constant 

▪ ΔI Increment threshold, or JND  
▪ I Background intensity, or Initial stimulus intensity 
▪ k Constant 

• Thus, the ratio or relationship between ΔI/I is a constant, specific to 
each individual person. 

o Example (from above): 
▪ ΔI = 0.20 lb  



 
 

▪ I = 2.00 lb 
 

▪ ΔI = 0.50 lb  
▪ I = 5.00 lb 

 
▪ In both cases, k = 0.1 

 

o This law works not only for tactile stimuli (e.g. weight example), but actually most 
stimuli: 

▪ For example: auditory stimuli: 
• In a quite room, you can whisper and the person next to you can hear, 

however at a rock concert, you have to yell for the person next to you to hear 
you. This is because the background intensity (I) in the quiet room versus the 
rock concert is different, and therefore the ΔI will be different too. 

• ΔI in this scenario is how loud you are talking. 

 

• If we take Weber’s Law and rearrange it (ΔI = Ik), we can see that it predicts a linear relationship 
between incremental threshold (ΔI) and background intensity (I) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Absolute threshold of sensation 
 
Absolute threshold of sensation – the minimum intensity of stimulus needed to detect a particular 
stimulus 50% of the time (i.e. the lowest level of any stimulus that we can generally detect) 

 
 

Why is the ‘50%’ important? What does it take into account? 

• 1 – Difference among individuals 
o At low levels of a stimulus, some subjects can detect it, while others cannot.  

• 2 – Difference within an individual.  
 

• Allows us to measure the intensity of a stimulus that a person can reliably perceive. 
 

  
Note: Absolute threshold of sensation is not the same as the difference threshold (or JND). 

• JND refers to the smallest difference can be detected 50% of the time.  

• Related but distinct concepts.  
 

Absolute threshold is not a fixed number – it can be influenced by several factors. 

• In particular, the absolute threshold of sensation is influenced by a variety of psychological 
states: 

o Expectations 
▪ e.g. Are you expecting the text? 

o Experience (i.e. how familiar you are with it) 
▪ e.g. Are you familiar with the text vibration sound of the phone? 

o Motivation 
▪ e.g. Are you interested in the response of the text? 

o Alertness 
▪ e.g. Are you awake and alert? 

 

o More likely to be able to detect that it is vibrating if you answer ‘yes’ to these 
questions.  

 
Subliminal stimuli – stimuli that are below the absolute threshold of sensation.  

50 



 
 

The Vestibular System, Balance, and Dizziness 
 
Vestibular system is important for our sense of balance and spatial orientation 

• Receptors in our both our limbs and our inner ear (focus of this lecture): 
 
The inner ear contains the semicircular canals and the otolithic organs. 
 
Semicircular canals – include three canals (posterior, lateral, and anterior): 

• The three canals are orthogonal to each other (i.e. all at right angles to each other, each one 
lying along an axis of the xyz-axis). 

  
 

• Each of the semicircular canals is filled with a fluid called endolymph: 
o When we rotate, the endolymph shifts in the semicircular canals. 

▪ This allows us to detect what direction our head is moving in. 
o We can also detect how quickly the endolymph is moving 

▪ This allows us to determine the strength of rotation. 
 
Dizziness and vertigo – arise when you perceive that you or objects around you are moving when they 
are not. 

• Mechanism:  
o When you abruptly stop spinning after a period of spinning, the endolymph doesn’t stop 

spinning immediately, and continues to move, signalling to the brain that we’re still 
moving even when we’ve stopped. 

• This results in the feeling of dizziness.  
o Dizziness only subsides when the endolymph stops moving.  
o Combatting dizziness: Spinning in the opposite direction can help the continued motion 

of the endolymph in the original direction, which helps cancel it out to speed up the 
cessation of dizziness.  

 



 
 

 
Otolithic organs includes the utricle and saccule: 

• These organs help us to detect linear acceleration and head 
positioning.  

• Within these structures are CaCO3 crystals (calcium carbonate) 
that are attached to hair cells in a viscous gel substance. 

• If we accelerate in a direction (e.g. go from lying down to 
standing up), the crystals move and pull on hair cells, which 
triggers an action potential to carries this information to the 
brain.  

• Mechanism: 
o When we are standing, gravity is pulling the crystals in a 

single direction (i.e. straight down). 
o When we are lying down, the crystals are oriented 

differently, but gravity is still acting in the same 
direction. Thus, the direction of forces acting on the 
crystals is different, and therefore so is the movement of 
the hair cells. 

 

• Buoyancy can have similar effects as gravity, causing divers to frequently become disoriented, 
particularly without visual cues on which way is up/down. 

 
 
 
 

 
Side note: cochlea is involved in sound perception. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Signal Detection Theory (mostly from YouTube lecture) 
 
Signal Detection Theory: 

• Produces a model of decision making under conditions of uncertainty 

• Important for discerning between important stimuli and unimportant “noise”. 

• Uses and examples: 
o Radar: 

▪ Signal detection originated in radar technology. 
▪ Person watch the radar has to determine whether a signal on the screen is a 

fighter jet or a flock of birds. 
▪ When the person watching the radar makes this decision, we can model that 

decision making process using signal detection theory.  
o Psychology: 

▪ Example: Participant is given a list of words, followed by a second list of words. 

• Experimenter asks participant which words on the second list were on 
the first list.  

▪ Participant has uncertainty as they are not sure whether a certain word on the 
second list is an exact match or just similar to a word present on the first list.  

o Real world: 
▪ Example: At traffic lights on foggy day (low visibility), the driver has to decide 

when to start driving. How strong does a signal have to be for the driver to start 
driving?  

• Options:  

o Hit   signal perceived when signal was present  :) 
o Miss   signal not perceived when signal was present :( 
o False alarm  signal perceived when no signal was present :( 
o Correct rejection signal not perceived when no signal was present :) 

 
Note: Do not mistake this for Type I/Type II errors. This is different terminology 
 

 
SDT modeling: 

• SDT modeling is based on perceptual distributions, which arise die to the inherent variability in 
our perceptual systems. 

o Example:  
o 20 Hz sound played repeatedly.  
o Most of the time (i.e. on average), the individual is accurate in saying that the sound in 

20 Hz.  
o Sometimes however, the same individual may say that the sound is 18 or 22 Hz instead.  
o We can model this as a normal distribution: 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnfQ2CPHtwk


 
 

If we apply this idea to our signals (i.e. the signals that we are trying to perceive), we get a graph that 
looks like this (following on from the radar question where we are trying to detect signals that are 
airplanes in a system that has both airplanes and bird flocks present): 

 
Both birds and airplanes get their own distribution. Typically, both birds and airplanes will give a radar 
signal strength that does not overlap (see the peaks of each of the distribution curves)  
 
However, this is some degree of signal overlap (shaded) among the largest of bird flocks and the 
smallest of airplanes. 
 
In this scenario, how does the individual make the decision whether they think the signal represents a 
bird or an airplane, and what dictates how difficult it is to make the correct decision? 

• This questions can be answered by the model, which separates out responses into two key 
variables: 

o d' – discriminability 
▪ The ability of the individual to tell the two ‘signals’ apart.  

o β – bias, or the likelihood ratio 
▪ The bias of the individual to chose one over the other 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Bias (β) 
The individual picks a bias (β) or criterion that they use to guide their judgement (recall: the goal of the 
individual is identifying whether the signal represents a plane or not): 

 
 

 
  

 

 
IDEAL OBSERVER – individual has a bias (β) that minimizes both misses and false alarms equally.  

 
When a signal is in the overlap region, the responder is equally likely to respond with both YES or NO. 

 
When a plane (SIGNAL) is present, 80% of the time it was be identified as a plane (hit) (because 80% of 
the airplane distribution lies to the right of the criterion line), but 20% of the time it will be identified as 
a bird (miss) (because the other 20% of the distribution lies to the left of the criterion line). 
 
When a bird (NOISE) is present, 80% of the time it was be identified as a bird (correct rejection) 
(because 80% of the bird distribution lies to the left of the criterion line), but 20% of the time it will be 
identified as a plane (false alarm) (because the other 20% of the distribution lies to the right of the 
criterion line). 

Signal = plane 
Noise = bird 
 
 



 
 

LIBERAL – the individual is more likely to say that an ambiguous signal is an airplane. This maximizes hits 
and minimizes misses (good things), but increases false alarms and reduces correct rejections (bad 
things) 

 
When a signal is in the overlap region, the individual is MORE LIKELY to respond with YES.  

 
Upside: When a plane (SIGNAL) is present, 90% of the time it was be identified as a plane (hit), while 
only 10% of the time it will be identified as a bird (miss).  

 
Downside: When a bird (NOISE) is present, only 70% of the time it was be identified as a bird (correct 
rejection), and 30% of the time it will be identified as a plane (false alarm).  

 
 
 

CONSERVATIVE – the individual is less likely to say that an ambiguous signal is an airplane. This 
maximizes correct rejections and minimizes false alarms (good things), but increases misses and 
decreases hits (bad things).  

 
When a signal is in the overlap region, the individual is LESS LIKELY to respond with YES.  

 



 
 

Upside: When a bird (NOISE) is present, 90% of the time it was be correctly identified as a bird (correct 
rejection), and only 10% of the time it will be identified as a plane (false alarm).  

 
Downside: When a plane (SIGNAL) is present, only 70% of the time it was be identified as a plane (hit), 
and 30% of the time it will be identified as a bird (miss).  
 

 
Bias (β) can be influenced (manipulated) with payoffs  
 
Example – monetary incentive: 

• Every hit = $10 pay-out. Every correct rejection = $5 payout. 
o Pushes individual towards a liberal strategy. 

 

• Every hit = $5 pay-out  Every correct rejection = $10 payout  
o Pushes individual towards a conservative strategy.  

 
 

Bias (β) can be influenced by the consequence of each outcome 
 
Analyzing the consequences of an action may influence where the criterion line lies. 

• Example – Individual is using a radar to monitor the night sky. 
o Nation at war during WWII – more likely to have a liberal strategy (i.e. ‘call more things 

airplanes’) 
▪ Minimize misses (e.g. enemy planes flying in our airspace but misidentified as 

birds – severe consequences when nation is at war) 
▪ Increases number of false alarms (e.g. birds are called enemy planes) 

o Nation at peace – more likely to have a conservative strategy (i.e. ‘call less things 
airplanes’) 

▪ Minimizes false alarms (e.g. sound air-raid sirens over a flock of birds) 
▪ Increases number of misses (e.g. enemy planes flying in our airspace but 

misidentified as birds – not as severe consequences when nation is not at war, 
since the foreign plane is not likely a threat). 

 
There is always going to be some trade-offs, you just have to consider which outcome is most 
appropriate for the situation.  
 

– 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Discriminability (d’)  
 

The effect of separability represents the overall difficulty of the task 

• This effect measured by discriminability (d’) – the distance between means of the two 
distributions.  

• If d’ is smaller (e.g. LHS image below): 
o Distributions have a large degree of overlap. 
o Increase in the overall difficulty of the task. 
o Increase in number of errors, i.e. misses and false alarms.  

• If d’ is larger (e.g. RHS image below): 
o Distributions have only a small degree of overlap 
o Decrease in overall difficulty of task 
o Decrease in number of errors, high rate of hits and correct rejections. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

Bottom-Up vs. Top-Down Processing 
 
Bottom up processing: 

• Begins with the stimulus. 

• The stimulus influences our perception 

• Occurs when we have no preconceived cognitive constructs of the stimulus 

• Data driven – stimulus directs the cognitive awareness of what we are looking at. 

• Inductive Reasoning – conclusion is reached by extrapolating from specific cases.   
 

o Example: looking at the cockpit of a plane and being exposed to numerous new stimuli 
(e.g. gages, panels, levers, etc.) 

 
 
Top-down processing: 

• Begins with our background knowledge. 

• Our background knowledge influences our perception.  

• Theory driven – our perception is influenced by our expectation 

• Deductive Reasoning – conclusion is reached reductively by applying general rules  
 

o Example 1: Our brains (re)create a cube, despite the fact that a cube is not actually 
present in the image: 

 
 

o Example 2 : Where’s Waldo – we go in with background knowledge of what we are 
looking for. Thus, our processing of a Where’s Waldo page is rather different from 
someone who has no background knowledge on the goal or concept behind the book.  



 
 

Gestalt Principles 
 

Gestalt Principles (or Gestalt’s Laws of Grouping): 

• Tries to explain how we perceive things the way we do.  
 

• Example: Watching a basketball game on TV. Why don’t we ‘tell ourselves’ that we’re looking at 
numerous still images played in a sequence, rather than ‘telling ourselves’ that it’s a fluid 
realistic representation of the basketball game?  

 
The Laws: 

 

• Law of Similarity 
o States that items that are similar to one another are grouped together by brain. 
o Example: 

 
The brain automatically organizes these squares and circles in columns, and not in rows 

 
 

• Law of Pragnanz 
o States that reality is reduced to the simplest form possible. 
o Example: Olympic rings 

 
The brain automatically organizes these into 5 circles, instead of more complex shapes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

• Law of Proximity  
o States that objects that are close together are grouped together by the brain.  
o Example: 

 
Our brain groups the left six circles together, and the right six circles together.   
  

• Law of Continuity 
o States that lines are seen as following the smoothest path 
o Example: 

 
Brain naturally groups/organizes some of the dots into a continuous line, grouping them 
together in a mental category distinct from the other dots.  
 

• Law of Closure 
o States that objects grouped together are seen as a whole. 
o Brain fills in the missing information to find a familiar shape or image.  

 
o Example:  

 
We see a triangle in the middle, even though there isn’t one.  
 

• Law of Symmetry 
o States that the mind perceives objects as being symmetrical and forming around a 

center point. 
o Example: 

 



 
 

• Law of Common Fate:   
o States that objects that move together are seen as forming a common object 
o Example: 

▪ If there is an array of dots and half the dots are moving upward while the other 
half are moving downward, we would perceive the upward moving dots and the 
downward moving dots as two distinct units. 

 
o Example: 

▪ Birds flying in a V formation may be seen as a single distinct unit 

 
 

• Law of Past Experiences:   
o States that under some circumstances, visual stimuli are categorized according to past 

experience.  
o Example: 

▪ The English language contains 26 letters that are grouped to form words using a 
set of rules. 

▪ If an individual reads an English word they have never seen before, they use the 
law of past experience to interpret the letters "L" and "I" as two letters beside 
each other, rather than using the law of closure (which would predict that the 
individual would combine the letters and interpret the object as an uppercase 
U).  

 
 

• Context Effects 
o States that the context in which stimuli are presented and the processes of perceptual 

organization contribute to how people perceive those stimuli (and also that the context 
can establish the way in which stimuli are organized). 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Sight (Vision) 
 
Structure of the Eye 

• Conjunctiva 
o Anatomy: 

▪ Thin layer of epithelial cells that lines the inside of your eyelids from the eye. 
o Function: 

▪ Protects the cornea from friction.  
▪ Helps moisturize the cornea, protects it from dust and debris.  

 

• Cornea 
o Anatomy: 

▪ First part of the eye that the light hits. 
▪ Thick, transparent sheet of fibrous tissue 
▪ Lines the anterior 1/6th of the eye (continuous with the sclera, which lines the 

posterior 5/6th of the eye) 
o Function: 

▪ Protect the eye 
▪ Starts to bend incoming light 

• Water at this interface (e.g. swimming underwater with your eyes open) 
influences the degree of bending, explaining why our vision is blurred 
underwater.  

 
 

• Anterior chamber 
o Anatomy: 

▪ A space filled with aqueous humour (essentially just water and salt, secreted by 
the ciliary body) 

o Function: 
▪ Provides pressure to maintain shape of eyeball 
▪ Allows nutrients and minerals to supply cells of cornea/iris.  

 

• Pupil 
o Anatomy: 

▪ The opening in the middle of the iris.  
▪ The pupil can get bigger or smaller, based on the degree of iris muscular 

relaxation/contraction that is occuring. 



 
 

o Function: 
▪ Physical opening to allow eye to enter the eye.  

 

 
• Iris: 

o Anatomy: 
▪ Consists of two different muscles that constricts/relaxes to change the size of 

the pupil.  
o Function: 

▪ Change the amount of light that can enter the eye by changing the size of the 
pupil. 

▪ Also confers eye colour.  

 
• Lens: 

o Anatomy: 
▪ Bi-convex (i.e. curved on both ends) 
▪ Attached to suspensory ligaments, which are themselves attached to a ciliary 

muscle 

• Collectively, these two structures form the ciliary body, which is also 
responsible for: 

o (a) secreting aqueous humor 
o (b) allowing the lens to change shape (i.e. become thicker or 

thinner). 
o Function: 

▪ Bends the light so it goes to the back of eyeball 
▪ Focuses light specifically on the fovea of the retina. 



 
 

▪ Change in shape of lens adjust how much it bends the light. 

 
• Posterior chamber 

o Anatomy: 
▪ Part of the anterior segment 
▪ Represents a narrow space behind the iris, surrounding the equator of the lens 

and separating it from the ciliary body.  
▪ Filled with aqueous humor. 

 

• Vitreous chamber 
o Anatomy: 

▪ Part of the posterior segment. 
▪ Represents the distance between the posterior of the lens and the inner retinal 

layer. 
▪ Filled with vitreous humour, a transparent jelly-like substance (water, salt, 

albumin, other proteins) 
o Function: 

▪ Vitreous humour provides pressure (structure) to eyeball 
▪ Vitreous humour provides nutrients to inside of eyeball. 

 

• Retina 
o Anatomy: 

▪ Lines the entire back of the eyeball 
▪ Tinted red (flash from a camera bounces off of the retina and directs back to the 

camera, causing red eyes in some pictures) 
▪ Filled with photoreceptors (rods and cones) 

• Rods – allow us to see light, dark, and shades of grey.  

• Cones – allow us to see colour, and discern high levels of detail.  

• Most of the retina is covered primarily in rods. 

• Macula – special part of retina rich in cones, with some rods.  
o Fovea – special part of macula. Completely covered in cones, no 

rods.  
o Light entering the eye gets focused onto the fovea 

o Function: 



 
 

▪ Photoreceptors (rods and cones) convert the ray of light from a physical 
waveform to an electrochemical impulse, which can then travel along the optic 
nerve and to the brain for interpretation.  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

• Choroid 
o Anatomy: 

▪ Network of blood vessels 
▪ Pigmented black in humans (explains why our pupils appear to look black – the 

pupil is actually just a hole, what we are seeing is the black of the choroid).  

• Some animals (e.g. cats) have a shiny choroid, which allows light to 
bounce back off of the choroid and hit the retina again, meaning the 
retina has ‘two chances’ to absorb the light ray, which enhances night 
vision.  

o Function: 
▪ Nourish the retina 

 

• Sclera 
o Anatomy: 

▪ The white outer layer of the eye. 
▪ Composed of thick fibrous tissue that covers posterior 5/6th of eyeball (and is 

continuous with the cornea, which covers the anterior 1/6th). 
▪ Lined by the conjunctiva.  

o Function: 
▪ Acts as an attachment point for muscles,  
▪ Provides an extra layer of protection and structure of eyeball.   

 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

                                Anterior segment              Posterior segment  

 
 
 
On a more general scale: 

• Anterior segment: 
o Front 1/3rd of the eye 
o Includes structures that are in front of the vitreous humour (cornea, iris, ciliary body, 

and lens) 
o Contains two fluid-filled spaces: 

▪ Anterior chamber (between the cornea and the iris) 
▪ Posterior chamber (between the iris and the vitreous) 

• Posterior segment: 
o Back 2/3rd of the eye 
o Includes structures include the vitreous humour and back (retina choroid, and optic 

nerve) 
 
 
“Blind spot” – location where nerve fibers come together to form the optic nerve.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Visual Sensory Information 

Terms: 

• Transduction – transformation of energy from one form to another (e.g. light energy → 

electrical energy by rods and cones).  

• Transmission – the electrical activation of one neuron by another neuron. 

• Processing – neural transformation of multiple neural signals into a perception. 

• Perception – conscious sensory experience of neural processing. 

 
Sensation – requires a physical stimulus (e.g. light) to be converted into a neural impulse by some 
specialized cell (e.g. photoreceptor).  

 
What is light? 

• Light is an electromagnetic wave (the sun is one of the most common sources).   

• Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum contains everything from gamma rays and x-rays (low 
wavelength) to AM/FM radio waves (long wavelength).  

o Visible light is in the middle of the EM spectrum. 
o Violet (400nm) <–> Red (700nm).  
o Lowest to highest wavelength: VBGYOR 

 
Light enters through the pupil (hole) and hits the retina, which contains two types of photoreceptors 
(the rods and cones): 

• Rods: 
o Count:  120 million rods 
o Function: Night vision 
o By default, the rod is ‘turned on’. 
o When light hits, the rod ‘turns off’ (see phototransduction cascade, below) 

• Cones: 
o Count:  6-7 million (fewer than the number of rods) 
o Function: Colour vision 
o Trichromatic theory of vision suggests that we have 3 types of cones that are each 

sensitive to a specific colour: 
▪ Red (60%), green (30%), and blue (10%) cones  

o Almost all cones are centered in fovea, found at the center of the macula. The fovea 
allows us to see in great detail.  

▪ Example: Searching for Waldo.  
 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 
The Phototransduction Cascade 

 
Rod (ON by default) → Light hits rod (rod turns OFF) (converts light to a neural impulse)  → bipolar cell 
(turns ON)→ retinal ganglion cell (turns ON) → optic nerve → brain (for interpretation). 
 
Phototransduction cascade (PTC) – a set of events occuring at the molecular level of a rod that causing a 
rod (which is ON by default) to turn OFF after being hit by light (see underlined portion of the pathway 
above). 

• It is the neural impulse that goes on to turn on the other cells in the pathway.  
 

The process of PTC: 

• Inside rod are thousands of optic discs stacked on top of one another.  

• Optic disks are rich in different types of proteins. 
o Important protein: rhodopsin 

▪ A multimeric protein with 7 subunits 
▪ Contains a small molecule called retinal.  
▪ When light enters the eye, it hits the rods of the retina, and some of the light 

will hit the retinal molecule directly, providing energy that induces a 
conformation change in the shape of the retinal molecule from a bent (11-cis 
retinal) to a straight conformation (11-trans retinal).  

▪ Side note: The cone equivalent is photopsin, or ‘cone opsin’ 



 
 

• When the retinal molecule changes shape, this causes rhodopsin to changes shape too, since 
the two are closely linked molecules. The change in shape of the rhodopsin protein begins a 
cascade:   

o Transducin: 
▪ Molecule with 3 subunits (α β γ) 
▪ Typically associated with rhodopsin. 
▪ The shape change of rhodopsin causes transducin to dissociate from rhodopsin.  
▪ The α subunit is now liberated to bind to another disk protein –

phosphodiesterase (PDE).  

• cGMP –––PDE–––> GMP 

• Thus, when light hits, ↓[cGMP]  

• cGMP is usually bound to Na+ channels to keep them open (and thus 
keeping the cell ON). 

• When ↓[cGMP], Na+ channels close, causing the cell to hyperpolarize 
(and thus turn OFF) 

o Bipolar cells (two variants: On-center bipolar cells and Off-center bipolar cells).  
▪ When rods are turned ON, the on-center bipolar cells are being turned OFF.  
▪ When rods are turned OFF, the on-center bipolar cells are being turned ON. 

• When bipolar cell turns ON, retinal ganglion cell also turns ON, which 
sends the signal to the optic nerve and then to brain.  

 
Rod (ON by default) → Light hits rod (rod turns OFF) (converts light to a neural impulse)  → bipolar cell 
(turns ON)→ retinal ganglion cell (turns ON) → optic nerve → brain (for interpretation). 
 

 
Other terms: 

• Photopic vision – occurs at levels of high light levels. 

• Mesopic vision – occurs at dawn or dusk and involves both rods and cones. 

• Scotopic vision – occurs at levels of very low light. 

•  
 

Photoreceptors (rods and cones) 
 
Photoreceptor – a specialized nerve that can convert light into a neural impulse. Includes rods and 
cones: 
 
Similarities between rods and cones: 

• Contain thousands of optic discs – large, membrane bound structures that contain proteins 
(rhodopsin in rods, photopsin in cones) that are implicated in the phototransduction cascade 
(which, upon light stimulation, results in the firing of APs to the brain).  

 
Differences between rods and cones:  

• RODS 
o Located:  Periphery 
o Count:  20x more numerous than cones (120 million vs. 6 million) 

o Why? It’s more important to see light than detail initially 



 
 

o Specialization:  1000x more sensitive to light than cones 
▪ Better at detecting light and ‘telling us’ when light is present 
▪ i.e. black/white vision 

o Recovery time:  Slow  
▪ Think: it takes time to adjust to the dark.  
▪ This is because rods need to be reactivated 

 

• CONES 
o Located:  Concentrated in the fovea (few dispersed through rest of eye)  
o Specialization:  3 different cell types that primarily detect color (but 

   also detect some light) 
o Recovery time:  Fast 

▪ Adapt quickly to change, since they fire more frequently. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Photoreceptor Distribution in Retina 
 
Blind spot (see dip on the RHS of the graph below) 

• Where the optic nerve connects to retina, whereby there are no cones or rods. 
 
Periphery (either side of ‘0’ in the graph below) 

• Primary location for rods 

• At the periphery, light must go through bundle of axons, causing some light energy to be lost 
o This causes less light to hit the rods.  

 
Fovea   (‘0’ in the graph below) 

• ‘Dimple’ in the retina  

• Primary location for cones (though a few are dispersed through the rest of eye). 

• Since no axons exist at the fovea, there are no axons to get in the way of incoming light, so light 
hits cones in the fovea directly and the cones get more light. 

o This allows for a high resolution. 
 

  
Rods – brown 
Cones – green 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Visual Field Processing 
Visual field processing – how our brain makes sense of what we’re looking at. 
 
In the body, the left and right visual fields are contralaterally processed (meaning that the left visual 
field is processed by the right hemisphere of the brain, and vice versa) 
How does it work in vision? 

• Terminology: 
o Nasal side of the eye – side of the eye that is closest to the nose. 
o Temporal side of the eye – side of the eye that is closest to the temple.  

• All our right visual field goes to left side of brain 
o Ray of light from the left visual field hits the nasal side of the left eye and hits the 

temporal side of the right eye 

• All our left visual field goes to right side of brain. 
o Ray of light from the right visual field hits the nasal side of the right eye and hits the 

temporal side of the left eye 
 

Left side of visual field                Right side of visual field 

 
 

The optic nerves exit the back of each eye and travel towards the brain.  
 
The optic nerves from each eye converge at the optic chiasm, and then break off and dig deeper into the 
brain. 
 
All axons from the nasal side of each eyes cross to the other side: 

• Left nasal information goes to the right side 

• Right nasal information goes to the left side.  
 

All axons leading from the temporal side do not cross the optic chiasm. 
 
This effectively causes all information from the right visual field to go to the left brain, and all 
information from the left visual field to go to the right side of the brain. 



 
 

 
 

 

Feature Detection and Parallel Processing 
 
Feature Detection – when looking at an object, you need to break it down into its component features 
to make sense of what you are looking at.   
 
There are 3 things to consider when looking at any object: colour, form, and motion.  
 
Parallel processing allows us to detect all this information (i.e. colour, form, and motion) at the same 
time. 
 

• Colour 
o Received by CONES 
o Trichromatic theory of color vision— theorizes that we have three types of cones: 

▪  RED (60%), GREEN (30%), BLUE (10%). 
o Example: 

▪ If an object is red, it means that the object reflects red. 
▪ When this red light hits our red cone, the cone sends an AP to the brain, 

signalling that we are seeing red  
 

• Form (shape and boundaries of an object) 
o Received by CONES 
o Parvocellular pathway 

▪ ✓ colour 

▪ ✓ spatial resolution 

• Pathway used to acquire high levels of detail about a stationary object. 

▪ ✗ temporal resolution 



 
 

• Pathway cannot be used to detect motion.  
o Example: rose on the left. 

 

• Motion  
o Received by RODS 
o Magnocellular pathway 

▪ ✗ no colour  

▪ ✗ spatial resolution 

▪ ✓ temporal resolution  

• Pathway can detect motion. 
o Example: rose on the right.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

New section: Sound (Audition) 
 

Auditory Structure – Part I: Introduction 

Audition – our sense of sound.  
 
For us to hear sound (i.e. for audition to occur), we need two things: 

(1) Pressurized sound wave (a stimulus)  
(2) Hair cell (a receptor, located in the cochlea) 

 
Pressurized sound waves: 

• Example: Clapping your hands 
o In between your hands are air molecules 
o When hands move towards each other, there is less space so the molecules compress 

and there is a higher pressure.  
o As the air molecules becoming pressurized, they will try to ‘escape’ the area of high 

pressure, creating areas of high and low pressure (known as sound waves). 
 

 
 

High pressure 

 
e.g. hands clapping                 Low pressure              e.g. person talking  

 
o Wavelength – The distance from the peaks to troughs. 
o Frequency – how far apart or close together sound waves occur. 

o Different frequencies are perceived as different sounds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

How can we listen to someone talking and clapping their hands at the same time? 

 
o Lower frequency sound waves travel further, meaning that they penetrate deeper into the 

cochlea. 
o This allows us to separate the two sounds (‘F1’ and ‘F2) from the complex ‘F3’ sound that we are 

receiving.   
 

 

Auditory Structure – Part I: Path of Auditory Waves 
 
Sound waves first hit the outer, visible part of the ear (pinna).  

 
 
 
The sound then gets funneled from the pinna into the auditory canal (aka external auditory meatus) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Next, the sound travels to the tympanic membrane (aka eardrum) 

 
 
As the pressurized wave hits eardrum, it vibrates back and forth.  
 
This causes the ossicles (the 3 smallest bones in the body) to vibrate in the following order: 

• Malleus → Incus → Stapes (acronym: MIS) 

• Hammer → Anvil → Stirrup (alternative naming) (acronym: HAS)  
 

 

 
 

Stapes is attached to oval window (aka elliptical window). 

• The oval window then vibrates back and forth.   

• As it gets vibrated, it pushes on the fluid inside the cochlea, causing the fluid to go in and all the 
way around cochlea (a spiral structure lined with hair cells), all the way to the tip of the spiral.  



 
 

 

 
At tip of cochlea (inner most part of spiral), the fluid reaches a dead end. 
 
The fluid begins to travel in the reverse direction around the spiral, but this time reaches the round 
window (aka circular window), which pushes the round window out. 

• The reason the fluid doesn’t move back to the oval window is because in middle of cochlea, 
there is a the organ of Corti (a membrane comprised of the basilar membrane and the tectorial 
membrane).  
 

 
The fluid causes the back and forth moving of hair cells (cilia) on the basilar membrane of the cochlea, 
which leads to generation of an electric impulse that is transported by the auditory nerve to the brain. 

 
The fluid moving around the cochlea keeps occurring until the energy of the sound wave dissipates and 
stops moving.  

 



 
 

 
 
 

Auditory Structure – Part I: General Classification of Ear 

 

• Outer/external ear: From pinna to tympanic membrane  

• Middle ear:  From malleus to stapes (i.e. just the three ossicle bones) 

• Inner ear:  Cochlea (hearing) and semicircular canals (balance) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Auditory Structure – Part II: Cochlea 

 
Stapes moves back and forth (and therefore pushing the oval/elliptical window back and forth) at same 
frequency as stimulus.  
 
This moves the fluid inside the cochlea, causing the fluid to be pushed around the cochlea and 
eventually come back around.  
 
Organ of Corti splits cochlea into 2 (upper and lower membrane), ensuring that returning fluid can only 
travel towards the circular window.  

• As fluid flows around the organ, it causes hair cells (cilia) to move back and forth. 

• Hair bundle (the tip of the hair cell) is comprised numerous kinocilium (small filaments). 

• The tip of each kinocilium is connected to each other by a tip link (a spring-like structure that is 
coupled to the gate of a K+ channel). 

• Endolymph movement back and forth pushes the tip links and causes them to stretch, which 
allows K+ to flow into the cell from the K+-rich endolymph. 

• K+ flow into the cell activates Ca2+ channels, so in turn Ca2+ also flows into the cell, producing an 
AP. 

• AP → activation of spiral ganglion cell → activation of the auditory nerve → brain 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Auditory Processing 
 
Auditory Processing – the cochlea can distinguish/differentiate between two (or more) different sounds 
because they different in frequency (e.g. bass drum produces a low frequency sound, bees buzzing 
produce a high frequency sound) 
 
 
Basilar tuning (according to PLACE THEORY): 

o ‘Basilar’ term referring to the basilar membrane in the Organ of Corti (within the cochlea) 
o There are varying hair cells all along the length of the basilar membrane. 

 
o Sounds with long wavelengths (low frequency) can travel farther. Thus, as sounds of 

different frequencies reach the ear, they will stimulate different parts of the basilar 
membrane.  

o Hair cells at base (start of cochlea) – activated by high frequency sounds (e.g. 1600 Hz) 
o Hair cells at apex (end of cochlea) – activated by low frequency sounds (e.g. 25 Hz) 

▪ Note: Hz is hertz, the unit of frequency.  
▪ Note: We can hear frequencies between 20-20000Hz. 

 
o As sound enters the cochlea, it travels and activates the hair cell that matches its frequency.  
o Activation of the hair cell is then mapped (tonotopic mapping; tono=frequency, 

topos=place) by auditory neurons to a particular part of the brain: 
 

o Primary auditory cortex (part of temporal lobe) receives all info from cochlea.  
▪ It is separated by regions which detect different frequencies (0.5 kHz – 16 kHz). 
▪ This is necessary for the brain to be able to distinguish between different sound 

frequencies.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Cochlear Implants 
 
Cochlear Implants – a surgical procedure that attempts to restore some degree of hearing to individuals 
with sensorineural hearing loss (i.e. nerve deafness) 

• These individuals have a problem with conduction of sound waves from cochlea to brain.  
 

The implant: 

• Sound -> speech processor (contains microphone) -> transmitter (outside the skull) -> receiver 
(inside skull) -> stimulator -> cochlea (which converts electrical impulse to a neural impulse) -> 
auditory nerve -> brain. 

o Speech processor uses a microphone to pick up sound waves and convert them into an 
electrical impulse, which then gets relayed to the transmitter. 

o Transmitter (outside of skull) relays this information to the receiver (inside the skull). 
o Receiver relays information through the stimulator and into the cochlea.  
o Cochlea converts electrical impulse into a neural impulse, which goes down the 

auditory nerve and into the brain.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

New section: Somatosensation 
 
Humans are receiving information about the types of somatosensation in the world around. 
 
This information includes the different type, intensity, timing, & location of the sensation: 
 
Type: 

• Temperature – Thermoception  e.g. cold or warm 

• Pressure – Mechanoception e.g. pressure of ground on foot when walking 

• Pain –   Nociception    

• Position – Proprioception  e.g. where the body is in space  
 
 
 
 
Intensity 

• The rate at which neurons fire allow us to perceive the intensity of a 
stimulus.  

o Slow rate of firing = low intensity 
o High rate of firing = high intensity.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
Timing: 

• Neurons encode timing in 3 ways: 
o 1 – Non-adapting: 

▪ Neuron consistently fires at a constant rate (i.e. neurons 
fire but there is no change in the firing rate over the entire 
time that the stimulus is being applied) 

o 2 – Slow-adapting: 
▪ Neuron fires rapidly at the beginning of stimulus, but 

slows down over time. 
o 3 – Fast-adapting: 

▪ Neuron fires as soon as stimulus start but quickly ceases 
firing. It only begins firing again when the stimulus stops.  

 
o Note: ‘firing’ refers to the event of an action potential occurring.  

 
 

Location: 

• Location-specific nerves relay information to the brain regarding where on the 
body a specific stimulus is being applied. 

• Relies on dermatomes (areas of the skin that are supplied by sensory neurons) 



 
 

Sensory Adaptation and Amplification 
 

Sensory adaptation – the change over time of receptor to a constant stimulus 

• Involves the down-regulation of a sensory receptor in the body 

• Example: 
o As you apply light pressure down onto a table with your hand, pressure receptors in 

your hand experience a change in pressure, and the receptor was send a signal to the 
brain.  

o However, after a few seconds, the pressure receptors are down-regulated such that 
they no longer fire, and you can even forget that you hand is on the table.   

• Receptors respond to a change in the stimulus. 
o In our example, even if pressure is sustained (but not increased), there is no change in 

pressure, and therefore the receptors adapt and stop firing.  
 

• Sensory adaptation is important because if cell is overexcited, it can die. 

• Example: 
o If too much pain signal in received by a pain receptor (capsaicin), the cell can die.   

 
Sensory amplification 

o Involves the up-regulation of a sensory receptor (i.e. the opposite of sensory adaptation). 
o Example: 

o Light hits a photoreceptor in eye and can cause cell to fire.  
o When the cell fires an AP, it will be connected to 2 cells, which also fire APs, and so on.  
o By the time gets to the brain, it is amplified.  

 
 

Somatosensory Homunculus 
 

“Sensory strip” – a specialized region of the brain that receives sensory input from all parts of the body.  
o Contains the Somatosensory Homunculus: 

o A topological map of the entire body in the cortex of the brain.  
o Different areas of the body have signals that go to different areas along the strip.  

 

 
 
 



 
 

Scenario: Brain tumour 
o When attempting to remove a brain tumour that has grown on the sensory strip of the cortex, 

surgeons will touch different parts of the cortex with an electrode to stimulate them. 
o If the surgeon puts the electrode to a part of the sensory strip of the cortex, the patient will say 

that they feel like someone is touching them at a particular location on the body. 
o Surgeons do this to ensure that they aren’t removing parts of the cortex involved in sensation, 

which would result in the patient losing sensation in those areas. 
 
 
 
 

Proprioception and Kinaesthesia 
 
Proprioception – our ability to sense of position and balance (i.e. where we are in space).  

• Spindle – a tiny little receptor/sensor located in our peripheral muscles that sends signals that 
go up the spinal cord and to the brain.  

o Spindle contains a protein that is sensitive to stretch (the protein itself stretching is 
indicative that the muscle is stretching) 

• Since the sensor (spindle) contracts with our muscles, we’re able to tell how contracted or 
relaxed every muscle in our body is.  

 
 

• More subconscious and cognitive awareness of your body in space (i.e. under the surface, not 
overtly thinking about it) 
 
 
 

Kinaesthesia – the movement of the body  

• You teach yourself how to move to successfully complete the task at hand.  

• Example: “If I move in this direction, I will hit the baseball.” 

• More behavioural 
 

 
SUMMARY: Proprioception and kinaesthesia have commonalities but are not the same:  

o Proprioception includes sense of balance and position, and is cognitive 
o Kinesthesia includes sense of movement, and is behavioural 

 
 
 



 
 

Pain and Temperature 
 
Nociception –   Sense of pain 
Thermoception – Sense of temperature  
 
Both thermoception and nociception are SLOW 
 
Cells sensitive to temperature and pain 

• Cells with the trypV1 receptor are sensitive to both temperature and pain 

• Temperature- and pain-sensitive cells have thousands of these receptors in the cell membrane.  

• Heat induces a conformational change in the receptor (which is just a protein).   
o This conformational change in the receptor sends a signal to the brain that relays the 

information that the cell is experiencing heat.   

• Pain (e.g. needle stick) causes thousands of cells to break up, resulting in the release of different 
molecules that bind to TrypV1 receptor on neighbouring cells. 

o This causes the same conformational change that temperature caused. 
o Thus, pain activates the sensitive cell just like heat would, and sends this signal to the 

brain. 

• Capsaicin is a molecule that is released from jalapeños when jalapeño cells are broken into (e.g. 
biting into it). 

o Just like the molecules released from the broken-up cells, these capsaicin molecules 
bind to the TrypV1 receptor in your tongue and cause a conformational change in the 
receptor, triggering the exact same cellular response that heat would.  

 
 

• 3 types of nerve fibres – fast, medium, slow.  
o A-β fibres: 

▪ Fast speed fibers, conferred by: 

• Large diameter i.e. thick (→ less resistance) 

• Coated in insulating myelin (→high conductance)  
o A-δ fibres: 

▪ Medium speed fibers: 

• Little bit smaller diameter 

• Little bit less insulating myelin.  
o C fibres: 

▪ Slow speed fibers: 

• Small diameter 

• Unmyelinated 
▪ Produces that lingering sense of pain that persists even after the painful 

stimulus has been removed.  
 



 
 

 

Gate control theory of pain 

o Looks to offer an explanation of the observed effect of psychology on pain perception.  

o Theorizes that non-painful input closes the "gates" to painful input, which prevents pain 

sensation from traveling to the central nervous system.  

o Therefore, stimulation by non-noxious (the opposite of noxious, i.e. painful) input is able to 

suppress pain. 

o The fast (myelinated) fibers block the slow (unmyelinated) fibers, i.e. “fast blocks slow”  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

New section: Taste (Gustation) and Smell (Olfaction) 
 

Olfaction – Structure and Function 
 
When you eat, molecules travel up back of throat and some go into back of your nose.  

o Thus, sense of smell is used in conjunction with taste. 
o If your smell is knocked out/closed, you can’t taste food as well, since you are relying entirely on 

your sense of tense.  
o Example: loss of taste when you have a cold.  

 
 

Olfaction = sense of smell 
 
Olfactory epithelium (contains olfactory sensory cells) is separated from the brain by the cribriform 
plate (a perforated bone that allow olfactory sensory cells to send projections to the brain). 
 
Olfactory bulb – bundled cranial nerves that extend from the brain and sit just above the cribriform 
plate.  
 

 
 

Olfactory epithelial cells: 

• Line the olfactory epithelium, residing alongside other, non-olfactory epithelial cells.  

• Project through the cribriform plate and into the olfactory bulb.  

• There are thousands different types of olfactory epithelial cells, each with a different receptor 
(e.g. one type has a receptor for the benzene ring chemical structure).   

• All cells that have a particular receptor will, upon stimulation by the specific molecule, fire an AP 
to a glomerulus – one particular location in the olfactory bulb that is the designated point for 
the sensory olfactory cells that are sensitive to the same molecule. Example: a benzene 
glomerulus). 

• From the glomerulus, there will be a synapse to a mitral/tufted cell, which projects to the brain.  



 
 

• This organization is logical, since it’s much easier for one cell to send a projection to the brain 
than it is for thousands to do so.  

o Think of it like: Sending one email with 10 people CC’d is much easier than sending 10 
identical emails to 10 different people individually.  

 

 
 

 
 
Mechanism for generation of an AP: 

• Molecule binds to the GPCR receptor on olfactory epithelial cell → 

• G-protein α subunit stimulates activity from AC → 

• Generation of cAMP → 

• Activation of PKA → 

• Opening of Na+ channels → 

• Influx of positively charged Na+ ions → 

• Generation of an AP → 

• AP travels through cribriform plate → 

• Glomerulus → 

• Activates mitral/tufted cell → 

• Synapse to brain (amygdala → piriform cortex → orbitofrontal cortex) → 

• Brain perceives odor. 
 
Alternative theories of olfaction:  

• Labeled-line theory 
o Theorizes that each receptor responds to a specific stimulus and is directly linked to the 

brain. 

• Vibrational theory 
o Theorizes that the vibrational frequency of a molecule gives that molecule its specific 

odor profile. 
 



 
 

• Steric theory (aka shape theory) 
o Asserts that odors ‘fit’ into receptors in a ‘lock-and-key’-like mechanism.  

 
Pathology of olfaction: 

• Anosmia – the inability to perceive odour 
o Acronym: aNOSEmia – relating to smell.  

 
 

 
 

 

Pheromones 
 
Pheromones: 

o Pheromones are specialized olfactory cells that are produced by one member of a species, and 
acts as a chemical signal to induces an innate response in a conspecific.  

o Very important in animals (particularly insects), involved in mating, fighting, and 
communication. 

o Example: Pheromones in the urine of dogs (allows dogs to ‘mark their territory’).  
 
Accessory olfactory epithelium – a specialized part of olfactory epithelium in animals 

o Sends projections to the accessory olfactory bulb, which then sends signals to the brain. 
o Vomeronasal system – a structure located within the accessary olfactory epithelium. 

▪ Contains basal cells and apical cells, that have receptors at tips.  
▪ Pheromone molecules enter and activate G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) on the 

tips of the basal and apical cells. 

• Signal transduction through the GPCR leads to the inducing of AC, rising levels of 
cAMP, activation of PKA, opening of Ca2+ channels, and eventual depolarization 
of the cell, producing an AP.  

▪ The AP travels from the basal and apical cells and along axons that run through the 
accessory olfactory bulb and synapse in the glomerulus. 

▪ These axons then synapse onto a mitral or tufted cell, which has an axon connection 
with the amygdala (part of the brain) 

• Amygdala is involved with behavioural response such as emotion, aggression, 
mating etc.  

• The amygdala is located in the temporal lobe, which is also involved in 
memory/decision making and emotional reactions.  

o While humans have an vomeronasal organ, we have no accessory olfactory bulb.  
▪ As a result, we as a species rely very little on pheromones.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Gustation – Structure and Function 
 
Gustation – Sense of taste 
 
Tastant – A substance that stimulates the sense of taste 
Gustducin – A protein associated with the sensation of taste 
 
 
Tongue has structures called papillae, which contain taste buds, which contain taste receptor cells. 
 
Taste buds are concentrated anteriorly (front) on the tongue. 
 
Papillae WITH TASTE BUDS come in three forms: 

• Fungiform 
o Shape:   Mushroom 
o Located:  Tip of the tongue (include the sides of the tip) 

• Foliate 
o Shape:   Folded 
o Located:  Sides (towards the back) 

• Circumvallate 
o Shape:   Flat mound 
o Located:  Back of the tongue 

 

 
 
Papillae that LACK TASTE BUDS: 

• Filiform 
o Located: All over 
o Filiform papillae do not contain taste buds, and are located all over the tongue. 
o The center of the tongue only contains filiform papillae, explaining why molecules on 

the center of the tongue do not stimulate the sensation of taste. 
 
 



 
 

Every taste bud has each and every one of the 5 receptor cells that are specialized for detecting each of 
the 5 major tastes that we can perceive, and thus each of the five tastes can be detected anywhere on 
the tongue:    

1 – Bitter     COLOUR KEY: 
2 – Unami (ability to taste glutamate)  GPCRs  
3 – Sweet     Ion channels 
4 – Salty        
5 – Sour     

 
 
 
 
 
5 receptor cells 

• Sweet, umami, and bitter cells rely on GPCR receptors.  
o Molecule binds GPCR →    e.g. glucose binding to a sweet-sensitive GPCR on a ‘sweet cell’ 
o GPCR undergoes conformational change → 
o G-protein dissociates → 
o G-protein opens ion channels → 
o Cell depolarizes → 
o AP fired  

• Salty and sour cells rely on ion channels 
o Molecule binds directly to an ion channel → e.g. NaCl binding to a salt-sensitive ion channel on a ‘salt cell’ 
o Ion channel opens → 
o Positively charged ions flow into the cell → 
o Cell depolarizes → 
o AP fired 

 
o Acronym: Sodium: salty and SOur – bind to ion channel directly.  

 

• Another theory of salty and sour cells: 

o Salty tastants bind to salt receptors, which detect the presence of sodium ions. 

o Sour tastants bind to sourness receptors, which react with hydrogen cations (H+).  

▪ Once H+ binds to the receptor, it closes K+ channels. 

Labelled lines theory of gustation: 

• States that one single taste bud (recall: contains all 5 receptor cell types) has 5 distinct, 
‘dedicated’ axons leaving the taste bud, which remain separate and send separate taste 
information, and synapse on different parts of the gustatory cortex.   



 
 

 

• Experiment: 
o Salty receptor put in the membrane of a sweet cell 
o NaCl binds to the receptor, leading to the cascade of events that leads to the 

depolarization of the sweet cell and generation of an AP. 
o Since each receptor cell type has a dedicated axon (labelled lines theory), the AP will 

travel to the part of the brain that corresponds to sweet tastes 
▪ Thus, the brain gets ‘tricked’ into thinking that a salty molecule is a sweet 

molecule.  
 
Nerves: 

• Anterior (front) 2/3rd of tongue 
o Carries signals via the 7th cranial nerve (facial nerve) via the chorda tympani 

 

• Posterior (back) 1/3rd) of tongue 
o Carries signals via the 9th and 10th cranial nerves (glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Ipsilateral vs. Contralateral reception of sensory information 
 

Olfaction (smell) and gustation (taste) are ipsilateral (meaning that sensory information from one side of 
the body is received by the same side of the brain) 

• This is because olfaction and gustation do not synapse on to thalamus. 

• The oribofrontal cortex is first place of integration. 
 
Vision/hearing/touch are contralateral (meaning that sensory information from one side of the body is 
received by the opposite side of the brain).  



 
 

New topic (6B): Sleep and Consciousness 
 

States of Consciousness 
 
Consciousness – awareness of our self and our environment.  

• We can have different levels of consciousness (i.e. different levels of awareness), which can 
occur naturally OR be induced by external factors (e.g. drugs) or internal factors (e.g. mental 
efforts) 

• States range from alertness to sleep. 
 
States of consciousness: 

• Alertness – you’re awake, aware of who you are, where you are, what’s going on in the 
environment. You can focus your attention, engage in conversation, code information into your 
memory, etc.   

• Daydreaming – feel more relaxed, not as focussed as alertness.  Can also be self-induced (e.g. by  
light meditation). 

• Drowsiness – just before falling asleep/after waking up. Can also be self-induced (e.g. by deep 
meditation) 

• Sleep –Not aware of self or world around you. Still considered to be a ‘state of consciousness’ – 
though at the extreme end of the scale (i.e. unconscious)  
 

Brain waves   

• A set of neurons in the CNS fire rhythmically, leading to neural rhythms called oscillations or 
brain waves, which can be measured by an electroencephalogram (EEG).  

• 4 main types of brain waves – alpha, beta, delta, theta. 

• Each type oscillates at a different frequency and is associated with different level of 
consciousness: 

o Beta waves (12-30Hz) 
▪ Associated with awake/concentration. 
▪ If you are alert for too long, beta levels get high, and you may experience 

increased stress, anxiety, restlessness (i.e. a constant awakened alertness).  
o Alpha waves (8-13 Hz) 

▪ Associated with a daydreaming state.  
▪ Disappear in drowsiness but reappear later in deep sleep.  

o Theta waves (4-7 Hz) 
▪ Right after you fall asleep/when you are sleeping lightly.  

o Delta waves (0.5-3 Hz) 
▪ Deep sleep or coma.  
▪ In sleep, the type of wave varies by stage.  

 
o Pattern: frequency (Hz) is decreasing as state of consciousness moves from awake 

(highest) to deep sleep (lowest) 



 
 

 
 

 

Sleep Stages and Circadian Rhythms 
 
Sleep stages: Your brain goes through distinct brain patterns during sleep.  
 
4 main stages of sleep occurring in in 90 min cycles. 
 
First three stages are categorized in non-rapid eye movement sleep (non-REM) – N1, N2, N3 

• N1 (Stage 1) – Dominated by theta waves.  
o Hypnagogic hallucinations – strange sensations, such as hearing or seeing things that 

aren’t there (e.g. seeing flash of light, someone calling your name, hearing a doorbell 
ring, etc.)  

o Tetris effect – experiencing things that you were doing during the day or right before 
bed (e.g. seeing Tetris blocks after playing Tetris right before bed, feeling like you’re still 
on water after you’ve been on a boat all day, etc.).  

o Hypnic jerks – muscle twitches you sometimes experience as you fall asleep, caused by 
having a feeling of falling.    

o Easy to wake someone up who is in N1.  

• N2 (Stage 2) – Slightly deeper stage of sleep. More theta waves, as well as sleep spindles and K-
complexes.  

o Sleep spindles – a burst of rapid brain activity. 
▪ Some researchers think that sleep spindles help inhibit certain perceptions or 

cognitive processes so we maintain a tranquil state during sleep (e.g. sleep 
spindles in some parts of brain associated with ability to sleep through loud 
noises). 



 
 

o K-complexes – supress cortical arousal and keep you asleep. Also help sleep-based 
memory consolidation (i.e. the theory that some memories are transferred to long term 
memory during sleep, particularly declarative/explicit memories).  

▪ Even though K-complexes they occur naturally, you can also induce them by 
gently touching someone sleeping. 

• Brain assesses that the touch was not threatening, and suppresses the 
processing of the stimulus to keep you asleep 

o Harder to wake people in N2 than people in N1.  

• N3 (Stage 3) – Characterized by delta waves. 
o Slow wave sleep, involving regular breathing and regular slow brain waves 
o Very difficult to wake. 
o Phase where sleep walking/talking in sleep happens. 
o Involved in declarative memory consolidation. 
o Occurs more so in the early stages of the night (see width of lines in diagram). 

 
Fourth stage is REM (rapid-eye movement): 

• Most important for memory consolidation and formation of episodic memories.   

• Eyes move rapidly beneath eyelids, but most of your other muscles are paralyzed. 

• Most dreaming occurs during REM sleep, so paralysation of muscles inhibits actions. 

• Combination of alpha, beta, and desynchronous waves (the waves seen during REM are very 
similar to the beta waves seen when we are awake).  

• Sometimes called paradoxical sleep, because brain is active but body is paralyzed. 

• Waking up during REM sleep allows you to remember your dream.  

• Occurs more in the later stages of the night (i.e. just before you wake up) 
 
Each cycle takes 90 minutes, and we cycle through these 4-5 times per night. 
 
Order within cycle goes from N1 -> N2 -> N3 -> N2 -> REM … repeat 
 
How long each stage lasts depends on (a) how long you’ve been asleep, and (b) your age (babies spend 
more time in REM sleep) 

 



 
 

Circadian Rhythms regular body rhythms across 24-hour period 

• Controlled by melatonin, produced in the pineal gland.  

• Circadian rhythms control not only sleep cycle but other cycles (e.g. body temperature, 
metabolism, etc.) 

• Light (e.g. daylight, artificial light) is a major cue for circadian rhythms.  

• Rhythms change with age (which explains why younger people are ‘night owls’ while older 
people tend to go to bed earlier)  
 

 
 

Dreaming 
 

Dreaming occurs during REM sleep: 

• Thus, you can tell someone is dreaming because eyes are moving rapidly under eyelids. 

• Brainwaves look almost like they are awake. 

• These are the memorable dreams (NREM ones are non-memorable dreams) 

• Activity in prefrontal cortex (the part of the brain responsible for reasoning logic) is decreased 
during REM sleep, which explains why our dreams can defy logic without seeming strange to us. 

 
Theories on dreaming – why do we dream? 

• Sigmund Freud  
o Dreams are our unconscious thoughts and desires that need to be interpreted.  
o Little scientific support.  

• Evolutionary biology  
o Three major theories within the field of evolutionary biology: 

▪ 1) Simulate threats – Dreams allow us to simulate threats, to prepare us for 
them in the real world.  

▪ 2) Problem solving – helps us solve problems by thinking about them in an 
altered biochemical state  

▪ 3) No purpose – dreaming is just a by-product of our neural development.  

• Other theories 
o 1) Dreams maintain brain flexibility – allows us to learn and be creative when we are 

awake 
o 2) Memory consolidation theorist – dreaming helps to consolidate thoughts into long-

term memory. Dreaming also helps ‘clean up’ by sweeping away some thoughts. 



 
 

▪ Evidence: People who learn and then sleep retain more information than those 
who learn and then do not sleep (however, the role of REM in this is unclear). 

o 3) Preserve and developing neural pathways.  
▪ Evidence: Infants are constantly developing new neural networks, and also 

spend most of their time in REM sleep.  
 
 

Dream Theories – Freud’s theory, and the Activation Synthesis Hypothesis 
 

 
Do our dreams have a meaning? Two very contrasting ideas: 
 
1) Sigmund Freud’s theory of dreams: 

• Dreams represent our unconscious wishes/urges/thoughts/feelings as a way of understanding 
things that are typically hidden. 

• Dreams have meaning, and interpreting them can help us resolve and identify hidden conflict. 
 

• Iceberg analogy of consciousness: 

• Iceberg above the water – our conscious wishes/urges/thoughts feelings (i.e. things that we 
know about and are aware of).  

• Iceberg below the water – our unconscious wishes/urges/thoughts/feelings  
o Much more ice under the water than above the water. 

 

• Dreams can be broken down into two parts:  
o 1 – Manifest content: 

▪ What happens? Literal meaning (e.g. monster chasing you) 
o 2 – Latent content: 

▪ What is hidden meaning? Underlying meaning (e.g. being chased out of your 
job), represented by the manifest content.  

 
2) Activation Synthesis Hypothesis 

• Random activity (in the form of electrical impulses produced from neurons firing) arises from 
the brainstem during REM sleep. 

• The front cortex of the brain tries to interpret and synthesize the meaning of this random 
activity. 

• Thus, dreams might not have any meaning, but are just the result of random activity being 
interpreted by the brain.  

• Name of the hypothesis comes from activation (activity of neurons in brainstem) and synthesis 
(synthesis of a meaning of this random activity by the front cortex).  
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

For Sleep-Wake Disorders and Sleep-Wake Disorders – Breathing Disorders 
see the P/S – Behaviour document 

 
 
 

Hypnosis and Meditation 
 

Hypnosis and medication are Induced States of Consciousness, meaning that they do not occur 
naturally.  
 
Hypnotism: 

o Involves getting person to relax and focus on a breathing 
o People become more susceptible to suggestion in this state (but only if they want to be).  
o More alpha waves in this stage – indicates an awake but relaxed state. 

 
o Some use hypnosis to retrieve memories: 

o However, this is dangerous because memories are malleable, and thus this can create 
false memories – memories that incorporate hypnotizer’s expectations (even if that’s 
not the intention)  

o Some use hypnosis to control/treat pain:  
o Might help us inhibit our attention to painful stimuli, perhaps by refocusing our 

attention and reducing activity in areas that process sensory input.  
o Only works if you think it will work. 

 
o 2 theories for how hypnotism works: 

o Dissociation Theory (hypnotism is an extreme form of divided consciousness) 
o Social Influence Theory (people do and report what’s expected of them, like actors 

caught up in their roles)  
 
Meditation 

o Training people to self-regulate their attention and awareness. 
o Can be guided and focused on something in particular (e.g. breathing) 
o Can be unfocused (e.g. mind wanders freely)  
o Light meditation stimulates more alpha waves than during normal relaxation. 
o Deep mediatisation stimulates increased theta waves (typically only experts can reach this) 
o No long-term studies exist, but those who regularly go to deep meditate have been shown to 

have increased baseline activity in their: 
o Prefrontal cortex 
o Right hippocampus 
o Right anterior insula  

▪ Indicates increased attention control (the goal of meditation).  

• Could thus be helpful for people with ADHD, or in aging.  
 
 
 



 
 

New Section: Drug Dependence 
 
 

Psychoactive drugs 

 
Psychoactive Drugs – drugs that can alter our consciousness (resulting in a number of outcomes, such as 
change in perception, an increase in mood, calming effects, feeling more alert, etc.). 
 
Psychoactive drugs are classified by their action and effects on the body (alternatively, they can be 
classified either by legal status, or by how likely they are to be abused, but that is not the topic of this 
lecture) 
 
These drug classes are based on human categorization, not ‘nature’s categorization’, and so there some 
degree of overlap and grey area for many of the drugs: For example: 

• Cannabis – hallucinogen and/or depressant and/or stimulant 

• MDMA – stimulant and/or hallucinogen.  
 
4 main categories of psychoactive drugs: depressants, stimulants, hallucinogens, and opiates 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

DEPRESSANTS 
• All depressants cause the following: 

o Depress our neural activity/CNS function (i.e. decreased arousal/stimulation in areas of 
our brain) 

▪ Lack of coordination, slurring of speech, etc. 
o Slowed neural processing speed/reaction time (i.e. makes us act/think slowly). 
o Lower the body’s basic functions (e.g. lower HR, lower BP) 

• Mechanism: 
o GABA is an inhibitory neurotransmitter 
o Depressants act on GABA receptors on neurons, opening up Cl– channels (causing 

hyperpolarization) and therefore inhibiting excitation. 

• Three categories of depressants: alcohol, barbiturates, and benzodiazepines  
o Alcohol 

▪ Most ‘popular’ (common) of the depressants. 
▪ Absorbed through cell membranes. 
▪ Alcohol lowers/removes inhibitions (i.e. decreasing cognitive control) 

• ‘Inhibitions’ usually prevent us from acting on impulse and doing certain 
actions (e.g. dancing on the table).  

• Alcohol lowers our inhibitions, making us more likely to behave like this 
when we are drunk, since we have reduced self-awareness and control.  

▪ Disrupts REM sleep (and therefore formation of memories and new synapses) 
o Barbiturates (aka tranquilizers) 

▪ Suffix: –barbital 
▪ Prescribed to induce sleep (treating insomnia) or reduce anxiety (anti-anxiety), 

and sometimes for anesthesia or as an anticonvulsant (to reduce seizures). 

• However, not prescribed commonly due to their negative side effects 
(e.g. reduced memory, impaired judgement, impaired concentration) 
(e.g. death when used with alcohol) 

• Mostly been replaced with benzodiazepines (below) 
o Benzodiazepines: 

▪ Suffix: –zelam, –zolam 
▪ Most commonly prescribed depressant.  
▪ Prescribed for same things as barbiturates (see above) 
▪ Mechanism of action: 

• Enhance the brain’s response to GABA by opening GABA-activated 
chloride channels in the brain’s neurons, making neurons more 
negatively charged.  

▪ 3 types:  

• Short  (usually for treating insomnia) 

• Intermediate (usually for treating insomnia) 

• Long-acting (usually for treating anxiety) 
 

o Alcohol and benzodiazepines bind to a site on the GABAA receptor complex that 
regulates the sensitivity of the receptor complex.  

 
 



 
 

STIMULANTS 
• Opposite effect of depressants. 

• All stimulates cause the following: 
o Stimulate/intensify… 

▪ Neural activity 
▪ CNS excitement 
▪ Bodily functions (e.g. increased HR, increased BP) 

o Cause the user to feel more alert, awake, and energetic. 
 

• Side-effects may include: 
o Nervous 
o Jittery 

 

• Although stimulants and depressants are functionally opposite, they don’t necessarily ‘work on’ 
the same components on a neurological level 

o Thus, taking ‘one of each’ doesn’t cause the effects to cancel out (e.g. having coffee 
when you’re drunk won’t sober you up, it’ll just make you a more alert drunk person). 
 

• The effect of stimulants are similar to the effects of stress (e.g. increased glucose metabolism in 
the brain). 
 

• Examples: 
o Caffeine: 

▪ Mechanism: Adenosine receptor antagonist.  
▪ Disrupts sleep for several hours by increasing energy 
▪ Physiologically addicting – withdrawal symptoms 

include irritability, difficulty distractibility, and depression.  
o Nicotine: 

▪ Mechanism: ACh receptor agonist. 
▪ Effects: 

• Increases HR and BP 

• Disrupts sleep 

• Suppresses appetite 
▪ At high levels, nicotine can cause muscles to relax and release stress-reducing 

neurotransmitters (to counteract hyper alertness). 
▪ Physiologically addicting (even more so than caffeine) – withdrawal symptoms 

include anxiety, insomnia, irritability, distractibility.  
o Cocaine 

▪ Mechanism: Induces DA, serotonin, and NE release 

• So much so that the brain’s supply because depleted, causing an intense 
crash and depression when the drug’s effects wear off.  

▪ Regular users can experience disturbances, emotional suspicion, convulsions, 
cardiac arrest, and respiratory failure.  

o Amphetamines (e.g. Adderall) and Methamphetamines (‘meth’) 
▪ Mechanism: Blocks DA reuptake, which stimulates presynaptic DA release 
▪ Causes: 



 
 

• Feeling of euphoria for up to 8 hours. 
▪ Once effect wears off: 

• Irritability, insomnia, seizures, depression. 
▪ Meth is highly addictive, and long-term meth addicts may lose the ability to 

maintain normal DA levels because the brain tries to adjust to the elevated DA 
levels.  

o MDMA (aka molly, aka ecstasy) 
▪ Synthetic drug, somewhere between a stimulant and a hallucinogen 

o THC (e.g. in cannabis)  
▪ Mechanism: increases DA and GABA activity 

 
 

 

HALLUCINGEONS (aka PSYCHEDELICS): 
 

• All psychedelics cause: 
o Distorted/altered perceptions (i.e. hallucinations - seeing or hearing things different 

from how things actually are) 
o Heighted sensations (feel real, and are based on reality, but are actually different from 

what’s going on in the world around) 

• Although psychedelics can give people energy or calm people down, these drugs aren’t 
stimulants or depressants. 

• Other effects: 
o Emotional responses (e.g. feeling of connectedness and mood swings) 
o Mydiasis (dilation of pupil) 

• The exact effect of the drug can be different depending on an individual’s personality, or who 
they are, or who they are with. 

• Sometimes, hallucinogens are used as a treatment for PTSD, as they allow people to access 
painful memories form their past in a way that is detached from strong emotions, such that they 
can come to terms with them.  

• Examples: 
o LSD 

▪ ‘Poster boy’ hallucinogen 
▪ Hallucinations are visual (rather than auditory) 
▪ Mechanism: Interferes with serotonin neurotransmission 

  (especially the 5-HT2 receptor family) 
o Psilocybin (active ingredient in mushroom) 
o Peyote 
o PCP 
o Mescaline 
o MDMA (aka molly, aka ecstasy) 

▪ Synthetic drug, somewhere between a stimulant and a hallucinogen. 
▪ Like a stimulant… 

• Increases DA and serotonin (causing euphoria) 

• Stimulates the body’s CNS (increasing BP and causing dehydration, 
overheating, and even death) 



 
 

▪ Can damage neurons that produce serotonin, which has several functions 
including moderation of mood. 

• Loss of serotonin = depressed mood.  
▪ Like a hallucinogen… 

• Hallucinations 

• Heightened sensations (e.g. artificial feeling of social connectedness and 
intimacy).  

o Cannabis 
▪ Also acts as a mild hallucinogen, since its active chemical is THC, which 

heightens sensitivity to sounds, tastes and smells.  
▪ Effects: 

• Like a depressant (e.g. alcohol), cannabis reduces inhibitions, and 
impairs motor, coordination, and perceptual skills 

• Disrupts memory formation and short-term recall. 
▪ Stays in body for up to a week, so regular users actually need less of the drug 

(rather than more) to receive the same high. 
 

▪ An alternative source says that THC metabolites and many other constituents of 
cannabis may accumulate in fat cells for three months or more, and thus for 3 
months after consuming cannabis, individuals may test positive for it in their 
blood. 

 
 

OPIATES and OPIODES 
• Opiates (natural) and opioids (synthetic) act on endorphin receptors, mimicking endorphins. 

o This can lead to euphoria (hence why these drugs are taken recreationally)   

• Similar effects as depressants: 
o Decrease CNS function 
o Decrease HR/BP 

• However, opiates/opioids are NOT depressants , and are DISTINCT in two major ways: 
o Opiates/opioids work on different mechanisms at the neurochemical level. 
o Opiates/opioids are analgesic (meaning that they reduce the perception of pain) 

▪ How? Opiates/opioids act on the body’s receptor sites for endorphins.  
▪ Thus, this class of drugs may be used to treat pain or anxiety. 

• Other effects: 
o Constrict pupils.  

• Examples: 
o Opiates (natural) 

▪ Morphine 
▪ Codine 

o Opioids (artificial) 
▪ Heroine 
▪ Oxycodone 
▪ Hydrocodone (& vicodin –  hydrocodone combined with another drug) 
▪ Methadone (often used in maintenance treatment as an alternative to the 

opioid on which the patient was dependent) 



 
 

Drug Dependence and Homeostasis 
 
Homeostasis – the maintenance of temperature, heartbeat, metabolism etc., which occurs even at rest.   
 
In response to drugs, homeostatic mechanisms will ‘try to’ restore the body to resting conditions.  

• Example: upon taking amphetamine (a stimulant that increases HR), the body’s homeostatic 
mechanisms will quickly try to lower HR to re-establish a normal HR.  

 
Regular drug users often take drugs at the same time of day or in the same location.  

• The brain of a regular drug user starts to recognize external cues like needles, the room itself, 
the process, etc. 

• In this case, the brain will react and ‘tell’ the drug user’s body to get a ‘head start’ (e.g. lowering 
HR) before the drug is even ingested).  

• This form of habituation explains why a tolerance builds up (i.e. why the user will require a 
higher dose over time). 

 
What happens if you receive the cues but then don’t receive the drug? 

• The user’s body will react to the cues (e.g. lower HR), but no ‘high’ from the drug follows, which 
would usually counteract the slowing down that the body has created. 

• Thus, the user will ‘crash’, since they are now well below the homeostatic level (e.g. HR is much 
too lower)  

 
What happens if you don’t receive the cues (e.g. new location) when you receive the same level of 
drugs? 

• Since the new location lacks the cues that the body uses as an indicator to get a ‘headstart’ (e.g. 
reducing HR), the same level of drugs that the user could have sustained in the habituated 
location now ‘hits’ much harder in the new location. 

• Can lead to an overdose 
  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Routes of Drug Entry 
 

GENERAL RULE:  faster the route of entry = more addictive potential. 
 

Asterixis (*) refers to the three most common routes.  
 

Routes are listed from slowest to fastest. 

 
Transdermal: 

• Drug is absorbed through skin (requires drug to be rather potent) 

• Very slow (several hours) (drug has to be absorbed through the skin) 

• Example: Nicotine patch 
 
*Oral: 

• Goes through GI tract before be absorbed.  

• Slowest (1/2 an hour)  

• Examples: Pills, alcohol.  
 
*Inhalation: 

• Breathing/snorting/smoking – goes straight to the brain 

• Faster (10 seconds) 

• Insufflation – inhaling drugs through the nose 

• Examples: Tobacco, cocaine.  
 
Injection 

• Most direct.  

• Dangers associated with using an infected needle (e.g. injection of bacteria, unexpected toxins, 
etc.) 

• *Intravenous (IV) injection – needle directly into the vein.  
o Even faster (seconds) 

• Intramuscular (IM) injection – needle directly into the muscle 
o Speed of drug delivery into system varies: 

▪ Quick Delivery 

• e.g. EpiPen – given to someone experiencing an allergic reaction that 
starts closing airways. EpiPen delivers epinephrine quickly and allows 
airways to open. Usually injected on thigh because it has the most 
access points to blood vessels 

▪ Slow Delivery 

• e.g. Vaccines – Intramuscular delivery of vaccines explains why your arm 
feels sore after vaccination.  

o Overall, intramuscular injection has the potential to be the fastest mechanism of 
delivery.  

 
 
 



 
 

Reward Pathway in the Brain 
 
When you first experience happiness/reward of any kind, your brain is responding by ‘saying’ “this was 
good”, “let’s do it again”. This occurs via the reward pathway/mesolimbic pathway/reward circuit/ 
addiction pathway (multiple names for same pathway) in the brain.  
 
The happy or rewarding experience can come from a number for sources (e.g. verbal-praise, social 
interactions, physical interactions, sex), and also from drugs (e.g. stimulants such as cocaine, 
amphetamines, MDMA, nicotine, caffeine, etc.). 
 
Different stimuli active the reward pathway to different degrees. Drugs that activate the brain’s reward 
pathway more are more addictive. 
 
Reward pathway (mesolimbic pathway) in the brain:  
 

o Ventral tegmental area (VTA) of the midbrain is releasing the neurotransmitter dopamine (DA). 
The following areas have DA uptake receptors, and can thus respond to the DA: 

o Amygdala 
▪ Anatomy: Connected to the hippocampus 
▪ Function: Controls emotions 

• Provides a feeling of enjoyment.  

• e.g. “I am enjoying this cake, it is delicious. I feel happy eating this cake” 
 

o Hippocampus 
▪ Anatomy: Part of the temporal lobe 
▪ Function: Memory formation 

• Remembers everything about the environment that the experience took 
place (e.g. where, when, who you are with, etc.), so that it can be 
repeated in the future. 

• e.g. Eating this cake in a restaurant, with your family, in the summer. 
o Hypothalamus  
o Nucleus accumbens (NAcc) 

▪ Function: Control of motor function. 

• Allows us to take physical action towards reactivating the pathway 

• e.g. taking another bite of the cake. 
 

o Prefrontal cortex 
▪ Function: Focuses attention 

• e.g. puts your attention on the cake.  
 
 

• As DA levels increase (increasing the sense of euphoria), serotonin levels decrease (decreasing 
the feeling of satiety, and thus reducing the chance that the individual will be satiated or 
content). 

o This drives the individual to repeat the action 
 



 
 

The reward pathway is biologically driven 
o Evidence from drug dependence in animal models: 

o Rats hooked up IV that gives them cocaine if they push a lever.  
o The rats learn quickly to push the lever, and will seek the drug and seek to increase the 

dosage (if allowed) 
 
The reward pathway can take over rational choices, causing the brain to become less influenced by the 
negative consequences of an action: 

• Evidence from animal models: 
o Non-addicted rat given regular food that it likes paired with a substance added that 

makes it sick, the rat learns to avoid the food (i.e. stops liking it).  
o Addicted rat given its ‘favorite drug’ paired with a substance that makes it sick, the rat 

still wants that drug (i.e. ‘ignores’ the associated negative consequence which is getting 
sick.  

 
Addiction has physiological components as well 

o Genetic risks of addiction (i.e. if someone in your family has drug addiction, you are genetically 
more at risk to acquire an addiction too).  

o Environment and personal choices influence addiction too.  
  

 

Tolerance and Withdrawal 
 
Tolerance – a shift in the dose-response curve that causes decreased sensitivity to a drug due to 
repeated exposure (i.e. user’s body becomes ‘used to’ a drug, so more of the drug is required to achieve 
the same effect): 

o Example: person takes cocaine, causing DA to accumulate in synapse.  
o Post-synaptic neuron has receptors for DA. 
o Long-term stimulation of these receptors by prolonged or repeated exposure to DA leads to 

receptor down-regulation, meaning that the same amount of drugs will not longer have the 
same effects.  

 
Cross tolerance – a reduction in the efficacy or responsiveness to a novel drug due to a common CNS 
target with a drug that has previously had tolerance built against it.   

 
Withdrawal symptoms – a set of symptoms associated with a period of cessation of a drug that a user 
has an addiction to.  

o Once a tolerance is built, the drug is required simply to feel “normal” again, not euphoric. This is 
the sign of an addiction. 

o Example: ceasing to use cocaine (or replacing cocaine with a less potent alternative) causes DA 
levels to decrease, which can induce symptoms such as depression, anxiety, etc.  

o With time and effort, the brain can revert, and the reward system can adapt to no longer relying 
on the drug such that it can begin functioning on a normal level once again.  

 
 
 



 
 

Substance Use Disorders 
 

Substances (e.g. drugs) have different effects when they enter the body and exert their effect 
(intoxication) compared to when they exit the body after a period of use (withdrawal)  
 
Intoxication – the behavioural and psychological effects of a substance on a person. 

o Substance-specific  
o Examples: “drunk” (intoxication w/ alcohol), “high” (intoxication w/ another substance) 

 
Withdrawal – effects of a substance on a person when substance intake is stopped after using for 
prolonged time. 

o Substance-specific  
o Withdrawal symptoms can be mild (e.g. becoming sick associated with nicotine withdrawal) or 

severe (e.g. fatal seizures associated with alcohol withdrawal), depending on the substance.  
 

o Two stages: 
o 1 – Acute: 

▪ Time: Few weeks 
▪ Physical withdrawal symptoms 
▪ Symptoms differs depending on the nature of the substance and the user 
▪ Example:  

• Acute phase withdrawal to alcohol can begin as soon as blood alcohol 
concentrations decline sharply (e.g. 4-12 after cessation of 
consumption) and symptoms peak around 2 days after cessation of 
consumption. Improvement is seen in 4-5 days. Symptoms can be 
alleviated through the use of benzodiazepines (another class of 
depressants). 

o 2 – Post-acute 
▪ Time: “Roller-coaster of symptoms” – episodic periods for up to 2 years. 

• e.g. 1 week of symptoms every 3 months, for up to 2 years.   

• The episodic nature of post-acute symptoms can be a trigger for 
relapse, generally due to the disappointment associated with a ‘good 
period’ being interrupted by a period of symptoms.  

▪ Fewer physical symptoms, more emotional/psychologic symptoms 
▪ Generally the same symptoms for everyone 

• e.g. mood swings, anxiety, irritability, tiredness, variable energy, low 
enthusiasm, variable concentration, disturbed sleep, etc. 

 
There are two major disorders that can arise from the effect of a substance on the brain:  
 
1) Substance-induced disorders – other conditions that are caused by a substance. 

o Example: substance-induced mood disorders (high mood - mania, or low mood - depression) 
o Example: substance-induced psychosis (loss of contact with reality, characterized by seeing 

things, hearing voices, becoming paranoid) 
o Other examples: substance-induced anxiety, sleep, sexual function, etc.  

 



 
 

2) Substance-use disorders – occurs when use of a substance causes a serious problem, a real degree of 
impairment in functioning in life, at work, school, or home. 

o Not all substance users have a substance-use disorder (example: not every who drinks alcohol 
has a substance use disorder) 

o Substance-use disorders require a problem to be associated with the substance use. 
o Severity of substance-use disorders ranges from mild to medium to severe. 
o Caffeine is the only drug for which we can’t develop a substance-use disorder (according to the 

current criteria). 
 

o Indicators of a substance-use disorder: 
o Tolerance – effect of the drug on the user decreases with subsequent doses 
o Substance usage – user is increasing substance dose (due to tolerance), having stronger 

cravings to use, spending more time recovering from use, spending more time trying to 
acquire the substance, failing to cut back, failing to achieve work/school/home life 
obligations, etc.  

o Presence of withdrawal – user feels physically sick or unwell after having stopped using 
the substance – suggests that user is physiologically dependent. 

 
 
 

Treatments and Triggers for Drug Dependence 
 

Drug addiction – a medical problem that has a physiological and/or psychological component 
o Treatments for a drug addiction address both physiological and psychological symptoms.  

 
Relapse – clean patient begins to take substance again. 

o Depends on environmental triggers (e.g. encountering anything that the user associates with the 
drug – people, situations, friends, apartments, etc.) and which substance the user was addicted 
to (more addictive substances make the chance of relapse more likely).  

 
 
For serious addictions, hospitalization may be required as the patient goes through withdrawal, to 
ensure patient isn’t physically harmed by the withdrawal symptoms, and to monitor the patient as they 
get used to operating without the drug. 

• Inpatient treatments require residence at a hospital or treatment facility 

• Outpatient treatments means that user can live at home and come in for treatment.  

• Most treatments can occur in either setting, just depends on what is best for the patient. 
 

PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
 
Detoxification (detox) – separating the addict from the drug. 

o For strong addictions, detoxification may require strong medication to break the addiction cycle. 
o Often, symptoms such as vomiting, nausea, pain, etc. will have to be addressed. 

o Example: 
▪ Opioids (e.g. heroine) are highly addicting substances that act at the neural 

receptor site for endorphins to reduce pain and induce euphoria 



 
 

▪ Methadone is a opioid that activates opiate receptors, but acts more slowly, so 
it dampens the high. 

▪ Use of methadone instead of another opioid eases withdrawal and reduces 
cravings, and if heroine is taken the user can’t experience the high of the 
heroine because receptors are already filled with longer-acting methadone. 

o Example: 
▪ For stimulants like tobacco (addictive ingredient: nicotine), medications may 

reduce cravings by either: 

• 1) Replacing nicotine by delivering low levels of nicotine through patch 

• 2) Delivering chemicals that act on nicotine receptors in brain 
o This prevents the release of dopamine and the reuptake of 

dopamine (thus, it stays in the cleft and gets degraded). 
o Example: 

▪ For alcoholics, medicine can be used to block receptors in reward system of 
alcohol, which helps reduce cravings and symptoms of withdrawal (e.g. anxiety, 
insomnia, dysphoria (dissatisfaction with life)). 

▪ Important to prevent relapse during this early stage by minimizing negative 
symptoms. 

 
 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
 

Motivational interviewing (or motivation enhancement therapy) 
o Involves working with a patient to find intrinsic motivation to change. 
o Very focused, goal-directed form of therapy.  
o Requires just a few sessions, and can be there doorway for a patient to engage in another 

treatment (like CBT or group meetings). 
 
Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) 

o A form of psychological treatment for drug addictions. 
o Addresses both the cognitive and behavioural components of addiction. 
o Patients learn to recognize problematic thought patterns and develop more positive thought 

patterns and coping behaviors.  
o Patients learn to anticipate problematic situations that may contain environment cues for a 

relapse (e.g. an alcoholic avoiding going to a party where there is alcohol) and to self-monitor 
for cravings so they can apply their coping strategies early.  

o Used successfully for patients addicted to alcohol, cocaine, methamphetamine, and nicotine 
o The skills that people learn in CBT are long-lasting, and last after therapy ends. 

 
Group meetings  

o Examples: AA (alcohol anonymous) and NA (narcotics anonymous). 
o Involves a 12-step program that help people go through process of recovery.  
o The 12-step program can be broken into three main categories:  

o Acceptance – acknowledging that the addiction is a chronic progressive disease that you 
can’t control on your own. “I have a problem”  

o Surrender – give yourself over to a higher power and accept help offered through that 
power and the group 



 
 

o Active involvement in meetings/activities – can include helping other addicts 
o There is strong evidence that these meetings are helpful, particularly for recovering alcoholics. 
o The steps are sequential, but one can experience certain steps repeatedly over time. 
o Sometimes there are parallel group meetings for families of recovering addicts. These groups 

can help people in the addict’s life understand the problem and also help their loved one 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

New topic: Attention 
 

Divided Attention, Selective Attention,  
Inattentional Blindness, and Change Blindness 

 

Clinical model of attention – hierarchic model with 5 types of activities (easiest to hardest): 

• Focused attention – the ability to respond discretely to specific visual, auditory, or tacticle 

stimuli 

• Sustained attention (aka vigilance attention) – the ability to maintain a consistent behavioural 

response during continuous and repetitive activity (i.e. sustaining your attention) 

• Selective attention – the ability to maintain attention in the face of distracting or competing 
stimuli 

o Focus/concentrating on something at the exclusion of the other stimuli in environment 
(such as masking or interfering stimuli) 

o Example: We receive light input from everything in our field of view (i.e. we ‘see’ 
everything, but we only consciously attend to a select few things at a time)   

o Analogy: flashlight beam that can be swung around and focus on one thing or anything, 
but is only illuminating one area of interest at any given moment.  

• Alternating attention – the ability to shift focus of attention between tasks that have different 
cognitive requirements. 

• Divided Attention – the ability to respond simultaneously to multiple tasks that all require 
attention (e.g. watching TV while studying) 

o Highest level of attention 
o Attention is a limited resource that, in reality, we can’t split very well.  
o When doing two things at once, you often end up exercising switching between 

exercising selective attention on each of the tasks individually rather than doing them 
simultaneously.  

 
Other types of attention: 

• Joint attention – the focusing of attention on an object by two separate individuals. 
 
 
 

How is our attention oriented (directed)? 

(1) Covert and overt orienting 

• Covert orienting – the act of bringing the spotlight of attention on an object or event without 

body or eye movement. 



 
 

• Overt orienting – a person turns all or part of the body to alter or maximize the sensory impact 

of an event. 

 
(2)  Exogenous and endogenous orienting 

• Exogenous cues (external, ‘bottom-up’) – cues that don’t require us to have to tell ourselves to 
look for them in order for them to capture our attention 

o e.g. bright colors, loud noises, etc… 
o “Pop-out effect” – a cue that really stands out 

• Endogenous cues (internal, ‘top-down’) – require internal knowledge to understand the cue in 
the first place, and internal knowledge to have the intention to follow the cue.   

o e.g. An arrow – the person would need internal knowledge to know that an arrow is a 
symbol that points to something, and internal knowledge to know to follow it. 
Otherwise, the arrow is just 3 random lines.  

o “Cocktail party effect” – ability to concentrate on one voice amongst many other voices 
in a crowd. 

▪ However, even with the cocktail party effect at play, as soon as you overhear 
your name in someone else’s conversation, your attention is drawn to them. 

▪ The sound of your name is the endogenous cue here, and our internal 
knowledge causes us to attend to the cue.  

 
 
Inattentional blindness (aka perceptual blindness) 

• We aren’t aware of things not in our visual field when our attention is directed elsewhere in that 
field.  

• “Missing something right in front of you” 

• Inattentional blindness is the inability to recognize an unexpected object, event, or stimulus that 
is in ‘plain sight’. This is due to a psychological lapse in attention, rather than a defect or deficit 
in sensory perception. 

• Example 1: That video where you are asked to count the number of basketball passes, and you 
completely miss the gorilla dancing through the middle of the video.  
 

 
 

• Example 2: you can’t say where the nearest fire extinguisher is because you fail to notice it 
because your attention is typically elsewhere. This is true even though fire extinguishers are 
brightly colored and essential to survival (which should bring them to your attention) 



 
 

Change blindness – fail to notice changes between a previous state and a current state. 

• Example 1: Famous study done where a person (‘asker’) asks a stranger in a big city to give 

directions. The ‘asker’ is swapped with another person and the direction giver often does not 

notice that it is a different person that they were now giving directions too (even if the race and 

gender changed). 

• Example 2: Don’t notice when your SO gets a haircut.  

• Example 3: When you go into your room and don’t realize that your books on your bookshelf are 

rearranged.  

 

Other notes (not on KA): 

Types of stimuli: 

• Distal stimuli – objects and events out in the world about you.  

• Proximal stimuli – the patterns of stimuli from these objects and events that actually reach your 

senses (eyes, ears, etc.), for example – the actual light that is actually falling on the retina.  

An alternative model of attention – divides attention into three functional components that can 

interact and influence each other: 

1) Alerting attention – the process involved in becoming and staying attentive towards the 

surrounds 

• Affected by regular aging but deficits are not often associated with schizophrenia.  

• Predominantly modulated by NE produced in the locus ceruleus. 

2) Orienting attention – the change of attention from one specific stimulus to another. 

• Predominantly modulated by ACh produced in the basal forebrain. 

3) Executive attention – used when there is a conflict between multiple attention cues 

• Involved in goal-directed behavior, monitoring conflicts between internal processes, and 

anticipating the effects of behavior.  

• Predominantly modulated by DA produced in the ventral tegmental area. 

 

 

 



 
 

Other definitions and concepts : 

Attentional capture – occurs when attention is attracted by the motion of an object or stimulus. 

 

Neglect syndrome – occurs when damage to the brain causes a change or loss in the capacity of the 

spatial dimension of divided attention. 

 

Previous practice on any skill will improve performance. Enhanced arousal can enhance attention 

(although too high of an arousal state can be detrimental to attention). A person who is skilled at a task 

will require less attention to complete that task. A difficult or novel task will require more attention than 

a practiced or skilled task. 

 

 

The Spotlight and Resource Models of Attention, and Multitasking 
 
Selective attention can be explained by the Spotlight model of attention: 

• Analogy: moving the beam of a spotlight around a poorly lit room. In the beam is what we are 
attending to, outside of the beam is what we are not consciously attending to.  
 

• Selective attention is our ability to attend to and be consciously aware of just a small subset of 
the mass of information that our 5 senses are receiving from the environment at any given time. 

• We can ‘shift our attention spotlight’ in response to a cue (e.g. the pressure that the chair is 
exerting on your back is now a stimulus that you are consciously attending to, but before 
reading this sentence, you weren’t).  

• Forming conscious memories requires us to attend to a particular stimulus, however, we appear 
to be aware of things on an unconscious level, even if we are not consciously attending to them: 

o For example: Priming – exposure to one stimulus affects our response to another 
stimulus, even if we haven’t been consciously attending to the priming stimulus. 

▪ e.g. easier to solve an anagram of the word ‘spotlight’ right now than of the 
word ‘gravity', because we have been talking about spotlight models, and thus 
we are primed to it.  

 
Resource model of attention 

• We have limited resources in attention.  

• Since these resources are limited, they can easily overtasked if we try to pay attention to 
multiple things at once. 



 
 

Multitasking/divided attention 

• Both the spotlight and resource models of attention suggest that we are not very good at 
multitasking, and that our attention is limited and selective of just a small portion of our sensory 
input.  
 

• Example: Task involving dichotic listening and shadowing – good recall in the shadow ear, poor 
recall in the unattended ear (even though the senses are receiving auditory input from both 
ears)  

• Example: Texting while driving – results in a high number of car accidents, likely as a result of 
the fact that we cannot multitask well, and that we are likely just switching our selective 
attention back and forth between the phone and the road.  

• Example: Singing along to radio while driving. 

• Example: Talking to a passenger while driving 
 

• In general, multitasking is not as efficient as working on a single task, even if the tasks are 
relatively simple.  

o This is true when it comes to learning as well – for example, high levels of Facebook and 
text messaging while studying is correlated to poor student grades. 

 
 

• Three factors have an influence our ability to perform multiple tasks at once: 
o Task similarity – harder to multitask when the tasks are similar 

▪ e.g. Writing a paper and (a) listening to classical music, or (b) listening to an 
interview 

• Better off listening to classical music, since it is harder to multitask with 
when tasks are similar 

o Task difficulty – harder tasks require more focus. 
▪ e.g. texting while driving is more difficult than talking to a passenger in a car. 
▪ e.g. turning down the music when you’re in an unfamiliar town, because  

driving requires becomes a harder task and requires more focus when you 
don’t know where you are going. 

o Practice – activities well practiced become automatic processes  
▪ Controlled processes – consciously aware of 

• A harder task; a task that we would struggle to complete if attention is 
divided (e.g. multitasking) 

▪ Automatic processes – can occur without the need for attention. 

• Occurs with greater experience.   

• e.g. zoning out while driving and ending up home, but feeling like you 
don’t remember any of the journey. 

▪ Whether task is automatic vs. controlled is determined by the amount of 
practice.  

 

 
 



 
 

Theories of Selective Attention 
 
Selective Attention – the ability to maintain attention in the face of distracting or competing stimuli. 
 
 
How do we filter out the unimportant information (selective attention)?  
 
How do we decide when to shift our attention to something new? 
 

• Example: how do we still hear our name even in the face of the cocktail party effect? i.e. how do 
we attend to the one person who we are talking to and filter out the background conversation 
(selective attention), but are still able to hear pieces of information that we are not attending 
to, such as our name being said? 
 

 
Task involving dichotic listening and shadowing – an experiment that studies selective attention. 

• Task had two components: 
o Dichotic listening – participant wears headphones and is presented with different 

sounds presented in each ear simultaneously (i.e. left ear hears one thing, right ear 
another) 

o Shadowing task – participant had to repeat aloud (i.e. ‘shadow’) the message presented 
in one ear, and ignore the message presented simultaneously to the other (unattended) 
ear.  

• The experiment induces selective attention such that the participant focuses on one ear and 
ignores input from the other.  

• By finding out which of the information in the message played in the unattended ear the 
participant comprehends and which information they don’t, we can learn about how selective 
attention works. 

o e.g. participants are usually unable to remember anything of the unattended message 
apart from its most basic physical characteristics. 

 
1) Broadbent’s Early Selection theory states that…  

• All information in environment goes into the sensory register (which briefly registers and stores 
all sensory information that you receive, e.g. words, clicks, sirens, etc.). 

• This information is then immediately transferred to a selective filter, which identifies what its 
supposed to be attending to via basic physical features and characteristics (e.g. colour, pitch, 
direction), while filtering out anything else.  

• The filtered information moves to perceptual processes, which assigns meaning to the 
information (e.g. identifying a certain pitch as a friend’s voice, and assigning meaning to the 
noise) 

• From there, you can engage in other cognitive processes (e.g. deciding how to respond). 



 
 

 
• Problems with the theory: 

o If it were true that you completely filter out unattended information before it gets 
assigned meaning, then you shouldn’t be able to hear and process your own name when 
you overhear someone else saying it at a party from across the room from an 
unattended conversation.  

 
 
2) Deutch & Deutch’s late Selection theory 

• Rearranges Broadbent’s theory to place the selective filter after perceptual processes. 

• This means that you do register and assign everything meaning, and subsequently the selective 
filter decides what to pass on to conscious awareness.  

 

 
 

• Problems with the theory: 
o Given that attention is a limited resource, it seems wasteful to spend all that effect 

assigning meaning to things that you won’t ever need. 
 
 
 

3) Treisman’s Attenuation theory states that… 

• Instead of complete selective filter, have an attenuator, which weakens but doesn’t eliminate 
input from an unattended stimulus. 

• Thus, unattended information still goes to the perceptual processes and meaning is assigned, 
but at a lower priority (i.e. attended stimulus is processed to a greater extent than the 
unattended message). 

• At this point, if you realize that there is important information coming from the unattended 
stimulus, then you will switch your attention and instead attenuate what you were originally 
attending to.  

 



 
 

 
 

 
Later experiments showed that difficulty of task being attended to can affect how long filtering takes, 
and when filtering occurs (e.g. Johnson and Heinz proposed that the position of the attenuator in the 
process was able to be varied by the listener depending on the level of demand of a particular attention 
task). 
 
 
There is still debate about which of the three major theories is best, but no doubt that the three 
theories are pivotal in our understanding of selective attention, which is an important area to consider, 
since attention is important in all other cognitive functions we perform.  

• Example:  
o If we couldn’t filter between noises (e.g. birds chirping, mechanical humming), then it 

would be nearly impossible for us to learn how to speak.  
o On the flipside, if we couldn’t refocus on unattended information when necessary, we 

wouldn’t be able to respond to important (but previously unattended) information (e.g. 
a car is coming towards us, or someone yelling “fire”) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

New topic: Memory 
 

Information Processing Model: Sensory, Working, and Long-term Memory 
 
Information processing model – a model that suggest that our brains are similar to computers. 

• INPUT (from environment) → PROCESS INFORMATION → OUTPUT (decisions) 

• More of a conceptual model - doesn’t describe where things happen in the brain.  

• Bottom-up / stimulus-driven. 

• The model assumes the brain has limited storage capacity, and a limited capacity for attention.  

• The model also assumes serial processing (i.e. a single stimulus at a time), however, the human brain 

has the capacity for parallel processing (i.e. multiple stimuli simultaneously) 

 

Step 1: Sensory memory 
▪ Input occurs in our sensory memory (aka sensory register), the site where you first interact with 

the information in the environment. 
o Here, we temporarily register all of the information our senses are taking in.  
o Sensory information is processed by different components of sensory memory, and lasts 

a different amount of time, depending on the modality of information: 
▪ e.g. iconic memory - memory of what we see – lasts ½ second 
▪ e.g. echoic memory - memory of what we hear – lasts 3-4 seconds 

 
 
 



 
 

Step 2: Working memory (aka short-term memory) 
▪ Working memory is memory that is stored while it is held in attention (i.e. consists of what you 

are thinking about at the moment, information that you consciously process)  
▪ Working memory has a certain capacity 

o The ‘magic number’ = 7 
o Working memory can hold 7 ± 2 pieces of information at a time (though this varies 

depending on age, and on complexity of information, etc.) 
▪ Fact: This explains why phone numbers started out as 7 digits long. 

▪ Just like sensory memory, working memory also has different components to process different 
types of input 

o e.g. visuo-spatial sketchpad – processes visual/spatial information 
o e.g. phonological loop – processes verbal/language information (words and numbers 

from both iconic and echoic memory) 
o Sometimes, you’ll need to process both visual information and verbal information 

together (e.g. reading a map with landmarks and street names) 
▪ Central executive – supervises/coordinates the visuo-spatial sketchpad and the 

phonological loop such that an integrated representation can be created and 
stored in the episodic buffer, which acts as a gateway/connecter to long-term 
memory.  

• Acronym: Central City’s Executive Traffic Cop directs memory 
components. 

 
 

• Some other effects that can be explained under working memory:  
o Serial position effect (primacy and recency effects) – easier to remember the first and 

last few words when someone reads a list of words, because they are in your working 
memory.  

 
o Dual coding hypothesis – suggests that it’s easier to remember words that are 

associated with images than either words or images alone (because by coding the 
stimulus in two different ways, you increase the chance of remembering that item 
compared to if the stimulus was only coded in one way).  

▪ Method of loci – a technique that uses this to help better remember things. The 
method works by imaging that you are moving through a familiar place and in 
each place leaving a visual representation of topic to be remembered. 

 
o Operational Span – a working memory experiment: 

▪ A task in which subjects are asked to verify whether a simple mathematical 
equation (e.g. 4/2 + 1 = 3) is true or false, and then read a word (e.g. SNOW). 

• Several verify/read pairs are given in succession, followed by a recall 
test.  

• The maximum number of words that can be recalled is a defined as a 
person’s “operation span”.  

 
 
Step 3: Long-term memory. 

▪ “Saved memories”  



 
 

▪ Capacity is unlimited.  
▪ 2 main categories: explicit (declarative) and implicit (non-declarative).  

o Explicit Memory (declarative and conscious) 
▪ Facts/events you can clearly (explicitly) describe.  
▪ Focuses on recalling previous experiences and information.  
▪ Can be divided into two categories: 

• Episodic (related to events) 
o e.g. a party 
o e.g. a vacation  

• Semantic (related to words and facts)  
o e.g. vocabulary 
o e.g. capital cities 
o e.g. meaning of words 

▪ Autobiographical memory – a memory system consisting of episodes 
recollected from an individual's life, based on a combination of episodic 
memory (personal experiences and specific objects, people and events 
experienced at particular time and place) and semantic memory (general 
knowledge and facts about the world). 
 

o Implicit Memories (non-declarative and unconscious) 
▪ Involves memories that are formed unconsciously, and that you may not be able 

to articulate. 
▪ All memories formed by conditioning are implicit memories.  
▪ Can be divided into two categories: 

• Procedural memories 
o Memories that inform unconscious motor skills. 
o e.g. actions – riding a bike – we can’t say explicitly how much 

pressure to put on the pedals, or how much to turn the handle 
bars, yet we know how to do it. 

o e.g. actions – kicking a soccer ball 
o e.g. habits – hand-washing after you use the washroom 

• Priming 
o Previous experiences influence our current interpretation of an 

event (i.e. the change in response towards a stimulus due to a 
implicit/unconscious memory) 

▪ e.g. someone says the word ‘read/red’ – think of the 
colour red if you’re in a red room, think of the word 
‘read’ if you just read a book.  
 

▪ The terms positive and negative priming refer to when priming affects the speed 
of processing: 

• Negative priming – slows down processing (even slower than un-primed 
levels). Occurs when we experience a stimulus, and then ignore or block 
it out to focus on another stimulus. If we chose to attend to the 
previously ignored stimulus in the future, we will be slower to process it 
because we are negatively primed to it.  



 
 

• Positive Priming – speeds up processing. Caused by simply experiencing 
the stimulus.  

• Example – a subject picks a red pen from a pen holder. The red pen 
becomes the target of attention, so the subject responds by moving 
their hand towards it. At this time, they mentally block out all other 
pens as distractors to aid in closing on just the red pen. After repeatedly 
picking the red pen over the others, they (a) are faster to process the 
red pen when looking for it in the future due to positive priming, and (b) 
are slower to process a blue pen if they choose to switch to writing in 
blue. This momentary delay while picking the blue pen out is due to the 
blue pen stimulus being negatively primed previously.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Encoding Strategies 
 
You can remember the general idea of what you did (say last week), but not the specifics unless you 
encoded them and spend effort to do so.  
 
Encoding - transferring information from the temporary store in working memory (STM) into permanent 
store in long-term memory.  

• Since working memory can only hold 7 ± 2 pieces of information at a time, we need to encode 
the memory into our long-term memory if we want to remember it.  

• Encoding is more successful when more cognitive effort is actively used.  

• Combining encoding strategies is more useful than using only one. 

• Encoding specificity: Enhanced memory when testing takes placed under the same conditions as 
those when learning the material.   

 
Encoding techniques: 
 
1. Rote rehearsal – simply repeating information. 

• Least effective technique, since it is not an effortful process, and requires the least amount of 
cognitive effort (i.e. doesn’t require you to process the information). 

• e.g. repeating someone’s name to try to remember it.  
 
More successful techniques involve tying in the new information to previously known information. 
These encoding techniques increase the likelihood of remembering information later, and although they 
require more effort, they make studying quicker and more effective: 
 
 2. Chunking – grouping information into meaningful categories or units that we already know  

• Easier to remember things if they are chunked/tied together in some way. 

• e.g. chunking the following items: bananas, oranges, blueberries, bread, rice, chicken, peanuts, 
baking soda, flour, eggs, butter 

o FRUITS  Bananas, orange, blueberries 
o GRAINS  Bread, rice 
o PROTEIN Chicken, peanuts 
o BAKING Baking soda, flour, eggs, butter 

 
3. Mnemonic Devices – linking what you are trying to learn with previously existing long-term 
information  

• Different types: 
o Imagery (‘the crazier the better’) 

▪ Imagine yourself walking through the store. 
▪ But, the crazier the better – imagine a huge banana, holding oranges and 

blueberries, etc… 
 

o Pegword system 
▪ Remember things in a specific order that you already know (e.g. numbering and 

rhymes).  
▪ Information is anchored to words (verbal anchors) 



 
 

▪ Example: 

• 1 is gun, 2 is shoe, 3 is tree… etc. 

• Then you tie in each of the words you are trying to remember using 
imagery (e.g. there is a banana gun that is shooting at an orange hiding 
behind a shoe. The orange rolls away and hits into a tree that has 
blueberries hanging… etc.) 

 
o Method of loci 

▪ Again, used for remembering things in a specific order that you already know 
(e.g. a familiar route). 

▪ Information is anchored to locations this time.   
▪ Example: 

• Tie information to certain stops along a bus route that you already 
know, again using imagery (e.g. Bananas raining down on bus stop you 
get on, next stop there are oranges being thrown at, and the final stop 
you have a cat eating blueberries) 

▪ Again, this method also ties imagery.  
o Acronym 

▪ Each of the letter of a popular word you know stands for the first letters of a set 
of words you need to remember 

▪ Example: 

• HOMES to remember Great Lakes of the US – Huron, Ontario, Michigan, 
Erie and Superior 
 

4. Self-referencing – think about new info and how it relates to you personally. 

• Example: learning something about history, you then learn the information by talking to the 
general.  

• Example: learning someone’s name and relating it to a friend of yours or your dog that has the 
same name. 
 

o Related idea: preparing to teach – pretend that you are learning material in order to 
teach it to someone else. Involves a great deal of processing, and therefore you learn it 
a lot better because you put more effort into organizing it and understanding the 
information the best you can.  

 
5. Spacing (aka spacing effect)– spreading out study sessions overtime in shorter periods rather than 
cramming them into one study session. 

• 5 x 1-hour study sessions across 5 days allows you to encode information better than 1 x 5-hour 
study session before your test, even though it’s the same amount of net time.  

• One reason it is thought to be helpful is it lets you know what you don’t know while you start 
your studying, and it also introduces a form of self-testing so you are able to prepare yourself.  

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Retrieval Cues 
 
Retrieval – trying to remember/call up a memory of something you learned before.  

• Successful retrieval depends on being able to use cues around you and to recognize the 
association between cues present at the time of encoding and cues present at the time of 
retrieval. 

 
The best types of cues are the associations that form when you are initially encoding: 

• Priming – activation of certain prior associations and memories, often without our awareness. 
o Example: hearing a story about apple and asked to name word starting with A. 
o Example: reading a story that is about rabbits and then hearing the word hair/hare – 

you are more likely to think of the word as hare.  
 

• Context – the environment in which you encode the information and try to retrieve the 
information 

o Example: 
▪ Scuba divers learnt information in water or on land, then later tested in water or 

land.  



 
 

▪ Those people who learned and were tested in the same place scored better 
than learning in one location than getting tested in another. 

o Not always possible to studying in the same place that you will take the test, so studying 
in multiple different locations (e.g. home, library, office) gives you different cues for 
retrieval, such that you have a variety of retrieval cues that will help you remember the 
material in the new context. 

 

• State-dependent – your state at the moment you encode.  When you are in a certain mood 
when you encode you can then remember it better when you are in the same mood.   

o Example: 
▪ If you learn something while drunk, you’ll remember next time you’re drunk – 

this happens because being drunk provides an internal retrieval cue to your 
brain.  

▪ Disclaimer: learning information while drunk is way less effective in general than 
learning when you’re sober.  

o Mood is an example of a cue for for state dependent memory to. 
▪ Example:  

• When you’re sad/angry, it often lead to remembering other times you 
were sad/angry.  

• This explains why depression is such a vicious cycle - those feeling down 
are more likely to think of other reasons to be down.  

▪ Example: 

• When you are happier, you are more likely to think of other times you 
were happy (or are likely to interpret other events in a positive light).  

▪ Example: 

• Advertisements associate products with a certain mood.  

• Next time you see the product, the product will act as a cue for a happy 
mood, and you’ll be more likely to buy the product, or perhaps the 
other way around – next time you’re in that mood, you’ll be likely to 
remember that product.  

 
 



 
 

Retrieval Cues: Free Recall, Cued Recall, and Recognition 
 
Recall: Retrieval - anytime you pull something out of long-term memory and bring it into conscious 
memory (working memory)  

• e.g. remembering a name, remembering a birthday, or giving directions. 
 
Serial position effect: it is easier to recall the first few (primacy effect) and last few (recency effect) 
items on a list, while its harder to recall items in the middle of a list. 

o Recency effect is not as strong if there is an interpretation after list is called.  
o Comes into play during free recall. 
o The curve formed from this is the serial position curve:  

 
 
3 important types of retrieval cues:  
 
Free recall - no cues in recalling. 

• HARDEST of the retrieval cues  

• e.g. 1 – given list of words to memorize, and then asked to spew back as many words as you 
remember. 

o Serial position effect comes into play here 

• e.g. 2 – fill in the blank on a test.  
o Organelle responsible for photosynthesis is plants: __________ 

 
Cued recall – having cues to help retrieve information 

• Still have to produce an answer, but at least you have some added cues to help retrieve the 
information from your long-term memory.  

• e.g. 1 – given the first few letters of all the words on the list and asked to give back as many 
words as you can remember 

• e.g. 2 – fill in the blank with the first few letters of the answer written in already: 
o Organelle responsible for photosynthesis is plants:  Chlor_____ 

 
Recognition – presented with options 

• EASIEST of the retrieval cues 

• e.g. 1 – given a list of words containing ‘fork’ but not ‘knife’, among other words. Asked to 
memorize, and then asked “Which was on the list – fork or knife?’. 

o Retrieval of correct word is highly likely, since you’re given the entire word (not just part 
of it or none of it) 
 



 
 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Memory Reconstruction, Source Monitoring, and Emotional Memories 
 
Our brain doesn’t save memories exactly/perfectly how they happened. Every time we retrieve a 
memory, we change or alter it in small ways, according to our goals/mood/desires/environment.  
 
Schema – a mental blueprint containing common aspects of the world. Sometimes, the information we 
retrieve is based on a schema, rather than on reality.  
 
Gap in our memory – our brain might fill it in with something logical or desirable. 

• Example: someone tells a story about a fish they caught. Every time they tell the story, the fish 
gets bigger.  

 
 
False information – inaccurate recollections of an event.   

• Ex: Participants watched a car stop at a yield sign. After the video, the participants were given a 
written description on what happened. Some of the descriptions included false information, 
saying that the car stopped at a stop sign instead of a yield sign, and those participants who 
received the false information were more likely to claim that car stopped at a stop sign rather 
than a yield sign.  
 

 



 
 

Misleading information –  

• Ex: Participants watched a traffic safety video in which they observed a car crash, and then then 
participants were asked questions on what happened. Some people were asked “how fast were 
the cars going when they hit each other”, while others were asked “how fast were the cars 
going when they smashed into each other”. Participants who received the question with the 
word “smashed” were more likely to say there was glass on the ground in the video (even 
though there was not any glass on the ground). 

 

 
 
False/misleading information is problematic for police officers to ask leading questions. Even simple 
phrases (e.g. smash vs. hit) can impact our recall of an event.  
 
Source monitoring error – a type of memory error where the source of the information in a recalled 
memory is incorrectly attributed (i.e. difficulty keeping it straight in our heads of where information 
came from) 

o Ex: A memory is recalled that contains the information that you saw a yield sign. However, 
we cannot attribute whether the source of this recalled memory (i.e. “where we saw it”) is 
the original video or in the written description 

o Ex: people might have difficulties separating the details of a memory of the video car crash 
from other car crashes (e.g. from movies), where there was glass on the ground. 
o Source monitoring can be improved by using more retrieval cues, discovering and noting 

relations and extended reasoning. ex. angry with someone but forgot it happened in a 
dream. Or recognize someone but don’t know from where.  

▪ Source amnesia is the inability to remember where, when or how previously 
learned information has been acquired, while retaining the factual knowledge. 

 

 



 
 

Emotional memories 
o Emotional memories can be can be positive (e.g. birth of a child) or negatively (9/11) 

valanced. 
o Flashbulb memories – highly emotional memories that feel extremely vivid (term 

coined by Brown and Kulik) 
▪ e.g. remembering detail of what you were doing when you receiving news about 

an emotionally arousing event.  
▪ Even though they seem as real as life, they are still just as susceptible to 

reconstruction as less emotional memories.  
 

 
 
Reconstruction is often not very drastic, so it’s not like everything you remember is a lie.  
However, you should be aware that memory is not a video recorder, and is not perfect. It is an organic 
connection of neural connections in your brain which can be altered and reformed each time they are 
exercised.  
 
Another negative impact on memory formation is inattention (e.g. being bored during a lecture and 
thus being less likely to be attending to the information) 
 
 

 

Long Term Potentiation and Synaptic Plasticity 
 
The brain doesn’t grow new cells to store memories. Instead, as we learn, the connections between 
neurons strengthen in a process called long-term potentiation (LTP), one example of synaptic plasticity 
(the ability of synapses to change their strength).  
 
LTP: 

• Neurons communicate using electrochemical signals across the synapse.  

• Upon stimulation, pre-synaptic neurons release neurotransmitters that are received by post-
synaptic neurons, opening channels that allow Na+ and Ca2+ to flow in.  

• The difference in charge between the outside and inside of a neuron is called the neuron’s 
potential. 



 
 

• The synapse strength is measured by considering how much the post-synaptic neuron’s 
potential changes in response to pre-synaptic neuron stimulation.  

o With repeated stimulation, the same level of pre-synaptic neuron stimulation results in 
a greater post-synaptic neuron potential (than before), meaning that more ion channels 
will open in the post-synpatic neuron, and there will be a strong neural response. 

▪ In this case, the synapse has gotten stronger.  

• When increased synapse strength lasts for a long time (i.e. a few minutes, a few months, or 
more), it is called long-term potentiation.  

 
 

Decay and Interference 
 

Decay – unable to retrieve information at a later date (i.e. forgetting something) due to not encoding 
something well, or not retrieving it for a while.  

o One theory is that the pathway (neural connections) between the cue and memory 
become weaker over periods of disuse, which makes it harder to stimulate those 
neurons.  

▪ ‘Use it or lose it’ - If you learn something once and never revisit, it is likely to 
decay over time. 
 

o The initial rate of decay is high, but levels off over time. 
o Ebbinghaus (German philosopher/psychologist in 1800s) was first person to look at 

decay in human memory.   
▪ Learn a bunch of 3-letter nonsense syllables, and then measured how many he 

could recall over time. 
▪ Found his rate of forgetting (decay) was rapid at first, but if he managed to 

remembered words after initial stage, he would remember them for the rest of 
the experiment (i.e. it leveled out)  

 
 

▪ Later, people replicated this experiment with different patterns and time 
intervals, and found that if the initial learning is more integrated, the decay 
follows the same pattern but occurs over a longer time.  

• Thus, it appears that most forgetting happens in the first little while of 
disuse, but after that point forgetting will pretty much level out   

 

• Just because you can’t retrieve something, doesn’t mean it’s completely gone from your long-
term memory. 



 
 

o One way you can tell if someone has learnt something before is how quickly relearning 
happens.  

▪ Even if Ebbinghaus couldn’t reproduce everything from his list in his first 
experiment, he did a re-learning experiment, and found that it took less time to 
learn the list second time around (a process called savings) 

▪ This means that some foundation of the memory still exists in your long-term 
memory, even if it can’t be reproduced.  

▪ ex. procedural skills (re-learning a song on piano) 
 
 
 
Sometimes, interference is the problem, rather than decay. 
2 types of interference: retroactive and proactive 

• Retroactive interference – learning new (later) information interferes with recalling old (earlier) 
information. 

o “Interfering with memories made in retro years” 
o ex. Writing new address makes it difficult to recall your old address 

• Proactive interference – old (earlier) memories interfere with learning new (later) information.  
o ex. New password learning – prior password learning impairs ability to learn new one.  

 

 
 
 

Aging and Cognitive Abilities 
 
Aging is a natural process that is accompanied by changes in memory. 
 
Most people associate aging with declines in cognitive performance, but we actually see certain aspects 
decline, remain stable, or even improve:   

• DECLINE 
o Recall  
o Episodic memories 

▪  While the forming of new episodic memories declines, old episodic memories 
remain stable.  

o Processing speed (i.e. becomes harder to output a response) 
o Divided attention (i.e. becomes harder to switch attention between tasks, and causes 

people to become distracted more easily) 
o Prospective memory (i.e. remembering to do things in future)  
o How to memorize which ones decline? 



 
 

▪ Think of an old man (95 y/o) slowly stringing together a sentence (slower 
processing speed) saying “I can’t recall (decline in recall) what I did last night 
(decline in formation of new episodic memories), or what my plans are for 
tomorrow (decline in prospective memory), and also…” and then cutting off the 
sentence completely by getting distracted by the TV (decline in divided 
attention).  

• STABLE 
o Implicit memory (e.g. procedural memories, ex. riding a bike) 
o Recognition memory (e.g. being able to pick something out of a list) 

▪ How to memorize which ones stay stable? 

• Think of things that are ‘with you for life’, such as being able to ride a 
bike (implicit memory e.g. procedural memory), or being able to 
recognize a carrot (recognition memory) 

• IMPROVE 
o Semantic memory (i.e. related to words and facts, verbal skills) 

▪ Improves but only until around age 60  
▪ e.g. older adults are better at crossword puzzles 

o Crystallized IQ (i.e. ability to use knowledge and experience) 
▪ e.g. better at analogy tests 
▪ e.g. better at reading comprehension 

o Emotional reasoning 
o How to memorize which ones improve?  

▪ Think of a wise and sharp 60 year-old, lowering his crossword (semantic 
memory), and using his knowledge and experience (crystallized IQ) to explain to 
his grandson why he might be feeling sad (emotional reasoning)  

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Alzheimer’s Disease and Korsakoff syndrome 
 
Dementia – a decline in memory and other cognitive functions to the point in which it interferes with 
normal everyday life 

o Results from excessive damage to brain tissue (e.g. stroke, brain injuries) 
 
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) – most common form of dementia, a progressive form.  

o Terminal and progressive brain disorder whereby neurons die off over time, causing the 
cerebral cortex to shrink in size, which affects different aspect of memory (memory loss).  

o Results in a buildup of amyloid plaques in brain, however the cause of AD is unknown.  
o In the early stages, AD patients generally maintain long-term memory, but exhibit particular 

difficulty with regards to short-term memory loss (i.e. inability to retrieve or decode recent 
memories): 

▪ e.g. difficult remembering the name of a person they just met  
o Other symptoms arise: 

▪ Difficulties with attention, planning, semantic memory, and abstract thinking.  
o In late stages, AD patients start to lose long-term memory too: 

▪ Details about their childhood 
▪ Procedural memory (implicit memory on how to do things) 
▪ Episodic memory (explicit memory about events) 
▪ Semantic memory (explicit memory about words) 
▪ Language  
▪ Recognition  

• e.g. inability to recognize close family and friends 
o Continual progression can lead to emotional instability and loss of control over bodily 

functions.  
o “AD patients initially have trouble with short-term memory, which eventually progresses into 

problems with long-term memory (like episodic, procedural, and semantic memory loss)” 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Korsakoff’s Syndrome – non-progressive form of dementia.  
o Caused by lack of vitamin B1 (aka thiamine), with most cases being caused by malnutrition, 

eating disorders, but most commonly alcoholism. Only very rarely is it caused by brain 
injuries.  

▪ Any group that doesn’t process and/or absorb all the nutrients that they need is 
susceptible.  

o Thiamine is important because converts CHO → glucose, which cells (e.g. neurons) need for 
normal function and energy.  

o Wernicke’s encephalopathy – an early stage / precursor to Korsakoff’s syndrome, 
characterised by damage to certain areas that causes poor balance, abnormal eye 
movements, mild confusion, and/or memory loss.  

▪ If Wernicke’s encephalopathy is diagnosed in time, the damage can be reversed or 
at least halted to prevent further damage. 

o If untreated, Wernicke’s encephalopathy will progress to Korsakoff’s Syndrome: 
▪ Main symptom is severe memory loss (both retrograde and anterograde amnesia), 

accompanied by confabulation (patients make up stories/invent memories, 
sometimes to fill in memories).  

• Retrograde amnesia – difficulty recalling old memories made before the 
onset of the condition 

• Anterograde amnesia – difficulty encoding new memories made after the 
condition.  

o Unlike AD, Korsakoff’s syndrome is not progressive, and people who are diagnosed and 
treated can get better.  

▪ Treatment typically includes thiamine injections, staying on a healthy diet, abstain 
from alcohol, take vitamins, and relearning lost information. 

▪ Effectiveness depends on how early it is diagnosed, and how well patient follows 
the treatment guidelines and how early it is diagnosed. 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Semantic Networks and Spreading Activation 
 
Semantic networks – theorizes that concepts are organized in your mind as connected ideas.  

o Concepts (represented as nodes) are connected by links. Links are short between closely 
related concepts/ideas, and longer for less closely related concepts/ideas.  

 
Hierarchical semantic network (the first semantic network theory) 

o This suggested that we store information in a hierarchical manner (i.e. concepts are 
organized from higher order categories to lower order categories) 

▪ ex. Animal -> bird -> ostrich. 
 

 
o Broad categories/characteristics are stored at higher level nodes, and we store information 

at the highest node possible (e.g. store the information that ostriches, canaries, fish, and 
pigs can breathe in the ‘animal’ node, rather than storing this information at each animal 
node) 

▪ Supports the Cognitive Economy Principle, which states that that our brain is 
efficient.  

o Evidence: how long it takes people to verify certain statements.  
▪ ex. It takes people very little time to verify a canary is canary, more time to verify 

that a canary is a bird, and even more time to verify canary is an animal.  
▪ Longer the distance between nodes, or the more intervening nodes there are = 

longer time to verify the connection.   
o Problem: Not true for all categories. 

▪ ex. People tend to categorize a pig as an animal faster than a pig is a mammal.  
 
Modified Semantic Network (modified theory to account for the problems stated above) 

o Moves away from hierarchical organization 
o States that every individual semantic network develops based on experience and 

knowledge.  
▪ Some links between nodes might be shorter/longer for different people, and there 

may be direct links for higher order categories (e.g. animals) to examples (e.g. pig) 
 
 



 
 

Semantic networks say that all ideas in our brain are connected together in some way.  
 
This allows for spreading activation (i.e. pulling up one concept pulls up other related concepts with it) 

• Ex.  saying fire engine activates truck, fire, red which makes it easier to identify/retrieve those 
items. 

• Spreading activation can explain false memories, or remembering wrong but related 
information.  

 
Link strength is a function of exposure: 

o Increased exposure increases node link strength. 
o The relative strength of the node links determines the amount of activation emitted to a 

network or a specific node. 
o Learning creates stronger nodal links which decreases processing time. 

 

New topic: Cognition 
 

Piaget’s Stages of Cognitive Development 
 
Previously, people thought that children were ‘miniature adults’ that thought in pretty much the same 
way 
 
Piaget argued that children aren’t miniature adults. 

• He believed that children reason quite differently, and that hat they actively construct their 
understanding of the world as they grow so that as their bodies grow, their minds grow as well. 

 
Piaget’s 4 Stages of Cognitive Development  

• Stage 1 (0-2 years old) – Sensorimotor Stage 
o Sensori-… 

▪ = senses 
▪ Children gather information about the world via the five senses (explains why 

young children are always touching everything, grabbing, looking, putting stuff 
in their mouth, etc.) 

o -motor…  
▪ = active 
▪ As you develop how to use senses (above), you also learn how to move your 

body around.  
o The main task/awareness to develop in stage is object permanence – the idea that 

objects still exist, even if they can’t see them.  
▪ Explains why infants (i.e. before developing awareness of object permanence) 

love pee-ka-boo – they don’t realize that you’re there all along.  
o Stranger anxiety is an issue that arises in this stage too. 

 
 



 
 

• Stage 2 (2-7 years old) – Preoperational stage 
o Operational = mental operations 
o Involves: 

▪ Imagining things, pretend play (so called ‘magical thinking’) 
▪ Egocentrism – only concerned about themselves, lack empathy, and lack the 

ability to understand the perspective of others (i.e. they don’t understand that 
other people have a different point of view than they do) 

• ex. A child might not understand that sitting in front of you while you 
watch TV will prevent you from seeing the TV, since they can see it. 

• ex. A child covers their eyes and believes that since they can’t see you, 
you can’t see them anymore.  

▪ Symbols – begin to use symbols to represent things (e.g. words can be used as 
symbols for objects, so children begin to talk).  

▪ (Assimilation – take in new information or experiences, and incorporate them 
into our existing ideas) 

 
 

• Stage 3 (7-11 years old) – Concrete operational 
o Operational = mental operations 
o Conservation – learn that certain quantity will remain the same despite adjustment of 

the container, shape, or apparent size:  
▪ ex. 2 identical glasses with same amount of water, and kids will tell you they 

have the same amount. Then, pour one into short fat glass and other into tall 
skinny glass in front of the child and ask child which one has more. Before this 
stage will say tall glass, because the water is higher, but once they reach 
concrete operational stage (stage 3), they’ll understand that the amount of 
water doesn’t change just because the glass size changes, and they will tell you 
that they have the same amount of water even though they look different. 

o Math skills – begin reasoning of mathematics 
o Reversibility (i.e. the ability to recognize that numbers or objects can be changed and 

returned to their original condition). 
▪ ex. A child understands that a favourite ball that deflates is not gone but can be 

filled with air again and put back in play.  
▪ ex. Since 8+4=12, then 12–4=8 should be true) 

o (Empathy) 
o (Logical grasp of real events) 

 

• Stage 4 (12+ years old) – Formal operational stage 
o Abstract reasoning – reason and think logically about abstract ideas, hypothetical 

situations, consequences of actions, etc.  
▪ Can apply this thinking to solve new problems  

o Moral reasoning 
 

o At this point children are reasoning more like adults and they continue to develop that 
overtime.  

 

Later developmentalists have determine that children don’t necessarily develop these abilities in certain 
age brackets, but they do tend to progress in a predictable fashion. 



 
 

 
 

Schemas, Assimilation and Accommodation 
 
According to Piaget, all of us (including young children) are trying to understand/make sense of the 
world around us using SCHEMAS: 

• Schemas – mental models – frameworks for us organize and interpret new information.  
 
For Piaget, cognitive development was all about the development of schemas.  
 
To develop schemas, you need to be able to grow/change them, which Piaget said happens through 
assimilation and accommodation: 

• Assimilation – how we describe new information/experiences in terms of our current 
understanding and schemas.  

o Acronym:  assimilation has “ss” – same schema 

• Accommodation – how we later adjust our schemas to incorporate new experiences (either 
through changing current schemas or creating new ones)  

o Acronym: accommodation has “cc” – for change or create  
 
Analogy – imagine a box (our schema) with 3 holes that fits 3 different shapes – circle, triangle, square. 

• We encounter a circle, triangle, and a square. Since this information fits our current schema (i.e. 
our current understanding), we can assimilate them. 

• If we encounter a star, we have to accommodate it by either modify our existing schemas (e.g. 
by making a start-shaped hole) OR by making a whole new schema. 

 



 
 

Example – child has a schema ‘dog’ where ‘dog’ is defined as a four-legged, furry animal: 

• Child sees a cat for the first time, and tries to assimilate the new information into categories 
they already know (i.e. into the schema of ‘dog’). 

• Child incorrectly calls the cat a dog, and parent corrects them, explaining that the cat is not a 
dog. The child now has to accommodate this new information, by changing the schema that 
says that all four-legged furry animals are dogs, to instead say that four-legged furry animals can 
either be cats or dogs. 

 
 
Development moves along in a state of equilibrium as we assimilate new information we come across 
into our current schemas. Most information we encounter, we can assimilate and be back at a state of 
equilibrium. 

Equilibrium → New information → Assimilation → Equilibrium. 
 

e.g. first time seeing a chihuahua dog, but it fits the ‘dog’ schema you have built in your head, so you 
assimilate this into your schema of dogs.  
 
 
But, sometimes the new information cannot be assimilated, and thus we are put into a state of 
disequilibrium, and so we instead engage in accommodation to reach equilibrium again.   
 

Equilibrium → New information → Assimilation → Disequilibrium. 
                                                 ↳ Accommodation → Equilibrium. 

 
e.g. first time seeing a squirrel, and it fits your current ‘dog’ schema, but you notice that people around 
you aren’t treating the squirrel like a dog, and its not acting like the other dogs, putting you into a state 
of disequilibrium. You ask your parents and they explain, while allows to accommodate the information 
by creating a new schema, and once again you can now reach equilibrium.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Problem Solving 
 
Problem solving – moving from a current state to a goal state.  
 
We are excellent problem solvers.  
 
Problems can be broken down into two categories: Well-defined problems and Ill-defined problems 

• Well-defined – clear starting point and ending point (i.e. criteria that describe whether or not the 
goal has been achieved 

o ex. How to make it bright in a room that is currently dark.   

• Ill-defined – more ambiguous starting and/or ending point (i.e. lacks an obviously stated goal or 
lacks relevant information to solve the problem) 

o ex. How to live a happy life.  
o We can still solve ill-defined problems, but you may not know what the outcome will 

exactly look like.  
 
Methods of Problem Solving: 

• 1. Trial + error – take random guesses till something finally work.  
o Inefficient 
o ex. Trying to remember passwords for email you haven’t accessed in a while. Know 

password needs to be 8 characters but don’t remember what it is. If you are trying 
trial/error you guess any random combination and you don’t even keep track of what 
you have already guessed. You could get lucky and hit password early, but more likely its 
going to take a very long time.   

• 2. Algorithm – methodical approach. A logical, step-by-step procedure of trying solutions till you 
hit the right one.  

o Still not very efficient, but are guaranteed to find the correct solution eventually. 
o ex. Methodically approach all possible solutions of an 8 character password (e.g. 

starting at 12345678 and working in order from there) 

• 3. Heuristics – mental shortcut that allows us to find solution quicker than the two methods 
above.   

o Most efficient of the three. 
o Reduces the number of solutions we need to try by taking an approach as to what 

possibilities are likely to exist, and eliminates trying unlikely possibilities.  
o Doesn’t guarantee a correct solution, but does simplify complex problems and reduce 

total number of solutions we will try, in order to get to a more manageable number. 
o ex. Focusing on one category of solutions, or guessing a password that contains your 

birthday, or guessing a password that you’ve used for other websites.  
o Different types of heuristics: 

▪ Means-end analysis – a heuristic where start with our current state, and want 
to get to our goal state. To do this, we analyze the main problem and break it 
down into smaller problems. We then attack the biggest problem first (i.e. the 
problem that that has the most difference between current state and goal 
state), and then work through tackling the smaller problems. 

• ex. Planning a trip to a new country, biggest problem would physically 
getting to the new country – so you book a plane ticket. Then go on to 



 
 

solve the smaller problems (getting from the airport to the hotel once 
you’re there – so you book a ride).  

▪ Working backwards – Start with your goal state, and use it to suggest 
connections back to your current state. 

•  ex. mathematical proofs – start with the formula and work back to get 
the components.  

• ex. stuck in a maze – look at the goal state (exit) and work backwards to 
get back to your current state (current location in the maze) 

• 4. Intuition – relying on instinct. 
o High chance of error.  

 
Fixation – getting stuck on a wrong approach to a problem.  

• ex. given 6 matches and told to make four equilateral triangles. Spend ages trying to figure out 
the problem in only 2 dimensions, and neglect to think of making a triangle-based pyramid in 3 
dimensions.  

• If you did manage to solve the problem, the solution likely came through a moment of insight – 
that ‘aha’ moment. 

o Insight is hard to predict and hard to encourage, particularly when you are fixated on 
seeing a problem from the same inefficient approach. 

• If we let problem incubate (‘sleep on it’ – sitting in our bind while we are not really think about 
it), insight may come after some time.  

o ex. trying to remember the name of an actor when you’re having a conversation, and 
saying ‘it’ll come to me’, and then it comes to you randomly 5 hours later when you’re 
not even thinking about it anymore.  

 

• Type I error = false positive,   Type II error = false negative   
 

Decision Making 
 
Decision making – we make a judgement about the desirability or probability of a certain outcome 

• The major factors that impact decisions are heuristics, biases, and framing. 

• These factors show us that our decisions are not as black and white as we think they are.  
 
 
The effect of HEURISTICS in decision making: 

• In decision making, we use heuristics – mental shortcuts that help us make a decision, a quick 
decision rule/rule of thumb.  
 

• Availability heuristic – choices and decisions are based on quick and available examples that 
easily come to mind.  

o Helpful, but our easily memorable experiences don’t match real state of the world.  
o ex. What has a higher fatality risk, a shark attack or a firework accident? 

▪ You hear about more shark attacks on the news (examples that readily come to 
mind), so you may say that shark attacks have a higher fatality risk.   

▪ However, firework accidents actually have a much higher fatality risk but are 
less available (since fireworks accidents are less publicized).  



 
 

• Representativeness heuristic – a heuristic where people look for the most representative 
answer, and look to match prototype (a given concept to what is typical/representative). 

o The probability of choosing one choice over another is based on how similar or 
representative the aspect is to a specific person, group, or population, and the degree 
that it reflects the features of the population as a whole  
 

o ex. Linda is outspoken and very bright, majored in philosophy and as a student she 
participated in antinuclear demonstrations and organizations that fought discrimination. 

▪ Which of the following is more likely – Linda is a bank teller, or Linda is a 
feminist bank teller?  

• Most people will say she is a feminist bank teller, even if they don’t 
know any feminists or anyone like Linda.  

• She fits you prototype of how a feminist would act (she is 
representative of a feminist).  
 

o Although representativeness heuristics can help us make quick decisions, they can 
sometimes lead to conjunction fallacy, as we saw in the example above: 

▪ Conjunction fallacy – when people think that the co-occurrence of two 
instances (e.g. being a feminist and a bank teller) is more likely than a single 
instance (e.g. being a bank teller).  

• However, statistically speaking there are more bank tellers than feminist 
bank tellers, so it’s more likely she is just a bank teller, rather than a 
feminist+bankteller, even though your instincts are telling you 
otherwise.  
 

• Conjunction = two events occurring together  

• Fallacy = faulty reasoning, wrong move 
 

• Recap: 
o Availability heuristic = actual memories that come to mind,  
o Representativeness heuristic = not specific memories, but instead just thinking of a 

prototype of idea (general typical concept) 
 

 



 
 

• (Anchoring and Adjustment heuristic) 
o Recall: a heuristic is mental shortcuts that help us make a decision 
o The anchoring and adjustment heuristic is used when we use a set point or anchor (e.g. 

a specific target number or value as a starting point) to make a decision. 
▪ We are better at relative thinking than absolute thinking.  

o The person subsequently adjusts the anchor until an acceptable value is reached over 
time. 

o This can be manipulated 
▪ ex. Salesman sets the anchor as a high price to start negotiations that is 

agreeably well above the fair value. Since the high price is an anchor, the buyer 
is likely to base their counter-offer relative to this given anchor, meaning that 
the final price will tend to be higher than if the salesman had offered a fair or 
low price to start.  

 
The effect of BIAS in decision making 

• Biases can prevent us from making correct decisions, or from changing decisions once they are 
made  

o 1. Overconfidence 
▪ ex. Going into test without knowing a lot of information.  

• Could be due to fluency (i.e. the ease of processing) during studying.  

• Can occur when you study but never tested yourself to see if you really 
knew the answers, leading us to overestimate our ability to be able to 
produce answers when you need too. 

▪  Can also experience overconfidence in an argument.  
o 2. Belief perseverance – ignore/rationalize disconfirming facts 

▪ ex. During the elections, you may ignore facts that arise about your favourite 
candidate.  

o 3. Confirmation bias – actively seeking out only confirming facts.  
▪ ex. During the elections, you may only read stories about how wonderful your 

favourite candidate was.  
 
The effect of FRAMING EFFECTS in decision making 

• Framing effects – how you present (‘frame’) the decision can affect the decision outcome too.  
o ex. There is a disease that will kill 600 people: 

▪ Option A: Save 200 (i.e. 100% chance that exactly 200 will be saved) * 
▪ Option B: 1/3 chance all 600 saved, 2/3 chance that no one will be saved 

or instead presented like: 
▪ Option A: Let 400 die (i.e. 100% chance that exactly 400 will die) 
▪ Option B: 1/3 chance that no one dies, and 2/3 chance that 600 die * 

 
▪ In the first example, Option A seems like the best option, while in the second 

example, Option B seems like the best option, even though the options are the 
exact same outcome but just presented differently (i.e. more likely to pick an 
option that is based on how many people are saved, or an option that contains a 
scenario in which no one dies.   



 
 

 
 
 

Intelligence 
IQ = Intelligence Quotient.  
 
Intelligence – a mental quality that allows you to learn from experience, solve problems, and use your 
knowledge to adapt to new situations. 
 
Intelligence tests – use numerical scores to measure aptitude for those tasks, and compare them to how 
well others do.  
 
Spearman’s theory – there is just 1 general intelligence (g) 

• Evidence comes from fact people who score well on one test (e.g. verbal ability) also tend to 
score well on other types of test (e.g. math tests) 

o You might be better at one of these categories relative to your self, but relative to other 
people, you tend to have equal in both areas. 

o The factor underlying these consistent abilities is called g factor 
▪ Acronym: g = general intelligence 

 

 
 

Sternberg’s theory – there are multiple intelligences (3 types of intelligences) 

• Analytical intelligence (ability to solve well-defined problems, i.e. academic abilities) 

• Creative intelligence (ability to adapt to new situations and generate novel ideas) 

• Practical intelligence (ability to solve ill-defined problems, ex. how to get a bookcase up a curvy 
staircase) 



 
 

IQ score only measures analytical intelligence (solving well-defined problems). 

•  The score is scaled such that the average person has a score of 100 (with a standard deviation 
of 15). 

• Where you score relative to the 100 mark gives an idea of your analytical intelligence compared 
to the average person.  

 
How does intelligence affect people’s lives? 

• People with high analytical intelligence (i.e. high IQ) do tend to do better at school.  

• However, having a high analytical, creative, and/or practical intelligence (i.e. any of Sternberg’s 
three) DOES NOT relate to having better marriages, achieving greater physical/mental wellbeing, 
raising children better, etc.  

o Due to this observation, another psychologist proposed a fourth type of intelligence:  
 

Emotional intelligence (the ability to perceive, understand, and manage and use emotions in 
interactions with others) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Yet another way to look at intelligence is in 2 major categories – fluid and crystallized intelligence. 
 

 Fluid intelligence Crystalized intelligence 

Broad definition Ability to reason quickly and 
abstractly 

Accumulated knowledge and verbal 
skills 

General 
characteristics 

- Solving novel logic problems 
 
- Think on one’s feet 
 
- Be adaptable 
 
- Seeing patterns 
 
- Solve problems using deductive 
and inductive reasoning 
 
- Organizing and identifying feature 
and spatial relationships to solve 
complex problems 
 

- Based on fact, experience, and 
prior learning 

Relation to age Tends to decrease as we move into 
older adulthood 

Tends to accumulate (increase) as 
we age, or stay the same. 

Cattel’s definition Ability to recognize and reason 
relationships between objects or 
ideas in novel situations, 
independent of previous experience 

Ability to retrieve and acquire 
knowledge 

 
 
Alfred Binet: 

• First to develop an intelligence test, but wasn’t intending too.  

• He developed a test in order to establish a child’s mental age (i.e. how a child at a specific age 
performs intellectually compared to average intellectual performance for that physical age in 
years), so that he could predict how well they will do in school later on. 

• Was designed for French children 
 
Lewis Terman: 

• Created the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, a modified version of Binet’s Intelligence test that 
also incorporated teenagers and adults.  

• Terman noted that Binet’s test was not predictive of US children, however, the Stanford-Binet 
test started being used to measure intelligence of immigrants 

o This was a huge problem, since the the test tested language ability but there was clearly 
an issue of a language barrier when testing immigrants, meaning that the test would 
incorrectly mark immigrants as having low intelligence.    

o Now, intelligence tests are being designed to make them more applicable to all cultures.  
 



 
 

Question of nature vs. nurture (i.e. how much is intelligence due to genes, and how much due to 
environment and experiences?)  

• Heritability – the proportion of variability due to genes  
o Study heritability by looking at correlation scores of identical twins raised separately, 

identical twins raised together, and fraternal twins raised together.  
▪ Identical twins, raise together - strongest correlation between IQ score 
▪ Identical twins, raise separately - still have a high correlation, but not as high as 

identical twins raised together (suggesting the role of environmental influence). 
▪ Fraternal twins, raised together - still show correlation, but lower still 

(suggesting the role of genetic influence)  
o Thus, nature and nurture BOTH contribute to intelligence 

 

 
 

• We know environments that impair intelligence and cognitive function (e.g. lack of exposure to 
people and language) 

• However, there is no ‘recipe’ for structuring environment to make a genius – exposure is better 
than no exposure, but over-exposure doesn’t create a genius, suggesting that there is no direct 
correlation.  

 
Attitude towards intelligence is important too. People may either have a fixed mindset or a growth 
mindset: 

• Fixed mindset – person believes that intelligence is biologically set, innate, and unchanging 
o Ties in with Galton’s idea of the hereditary genius (that human ability is hereditary). 

• Growth mindset – person believes that intelligence is changeable if you learn more. 
o Those with growth mindset accomplish more in careers. 
o Praises effort, perseverance, improvement, and strategies (rather than the end result) 

▪ e.g. “you worked really hard on that assignment”  



 
 

Theories of Intelligence 
 

Many theories on what intelligence is and how to define it. The major debate is whether there is one 
intelligence or multiple intelligences (i.e. intelligence having multiple aspects) 

 
Theory Theorist Summary Strength/Evidence Problems 

Theory of 
General 
Intelligence 

Charles 
Spearman 

- 1 general intelligence.   
- Came up with general intelligence (g 
factor) – said that g factor can predict our 
intelligence in multiple various academic 
areas. 
 
- Used factor analysis (a statistical 
procedure) to identify a cluster of related 
abilities. 
 

Highly supported by research 
– Research shows that scores 
of different intelligences vary 
together (i.e. performance in 
one area predicts 
performance in another, 
suggesting a single underlying 
intelligence factor, g) ((ex. 
those who scoring highly 
verbal intelligence also score 
highly in special reasoning) 

- Controversial… can one 
single factor really account 
for all of the diversity of 
human abilities? 
 
- Limited in what it considers 
to be intelligence 

Theory of 
Primary 
Mental 
Abilities 

L.L. 
Thurnstone 

- 7 factors of intelligence: 
Word fluency, verbal comprehension, spatial reasoning, 
perceptual speed, numerical ability, inductive 
reasoning, and memory 

 
- These mental abilities are somewhat 
similar to each other, and are all ‘book 
smarts’-type factors.  

Breakdown seems intuitive 
(ex. Possible to have high 
inductive reasoning w/o high 
verbal comprehension) 

- Research shows that scores 
of different intelligences vary 
together (i.e. performance in 
one area predicts 
performance in another, 
suggesting a single underlying 
intelligence factor, g).   
 
- Limited in what it considers 
to be intelligence (e.g. this 
theory focuses on ‘book 
smarts’) 

Theory of 
Multiple 
Intelligence 

Howard 
Gardner 

- Expanded ideas of what can be included 
in intelligence (i.e. includes more than just 
‘book smarts’ – takes lots of other human 
abilities into account) 
 
- Divided intelligence into 7 (added 2 later 
to amount to 9) independent intelligences 
that don’t depend on each other, meaning 
that intelligence in one area does not 
predict intelligence in another area. 
 
Logical-mathematical intelligence, verbal-linguistic, 
spatial-visual, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, 
intrapersonal, musical (+ naturalist, existential 
intelligence) 

 
- These multiple intelligences are very 
different from each other.  

-You can have different 
strengths independently. 
 
- Intelligence is more than just 
“book smarts” 

- No way to test this theory 
(not supported by research) 
 
- Maybe these 9 factors are  
just talents/abilities, rather 
than intelligence 

Triarchic 
Theory of 
Intelligence 

Robert 
Sternberg 

- 3 independent intelligences (based on 
factors that he believedwould lead to real 
world success) 
 
- Analytical intelligence  
- Creative intelligence 
- Practical intelligence 

Reliable - easy to study by 
research.  

Research shows that scores 
of different intelligences vary 
together (i.e. performance in 
one area predicts 
performance in another, 
suggesting a single underlying 
intelligence factor, g).   

 
Acronym:  ST[A]G[E]S of Intelligence – Spearman, Thurnstone, Gardner, Sternberg. 

General (1) → Multiple Mental Abilities (7) → Multiple Intelligence (7-9) → Triarchic Multiple Intelligence (3) 



 
 

Research best suggests there is only 1 general intelligence. 
 
Does the word intelligence even hold meaning? Everything doesn’t need to be an intelligence. Maybe 
intelligence doesn’t hold meaning. It doesn’t matter if the musicians are labeled as having a “high 
musical talent/ability” or a “high musical intelligence” – it is still wonderful to listen to. 
 
Perhaps there is just one general underlying intelligence, just like there appears to be one general 
athleticism. Varying parts of athleticism can vary, but people who tend to be good at one sport tend to 
be good at another. Same could be true of intelligence. 
 
 
Semantic networks and spreading activation – see previous notes in this document 
Aging and Cognitive Abilities – see previous notes in this document 
 

Cognitive dissonance 
 
Attitudes generally shape our behaviours. People strive for consistency and harmony between their 
attitudes and behaviours. 

• e.g. you wouldn’t have the attitude that eating meat is immoral, and then go and eat a burger 
 
Cognitive dissonance – the uncomfort experienced when a person holds two or more conflicting 
cognitions (e.g. ideas, beliefs, values, emotional reactions, etc.). 

• Cognitive = mental processing of knowledge, and understanding through thought 

• Dissonance = a lack of harmony, a clash, a contradiction (the opposite of resonance) 
 
ex. person has the behaviour of smoking quite a bit (and knowing so), but the attitude that smoking is 
bad for you and causes cancer.  

• Obviously, there is an inconsistency here, since the attitude is not shaping the behaviour  
 
As a defence mechanism against cognitive dissonance (i.e. in order to reduce the discomfort felt, and to 
strive to regain harmony between our attitude and behaviours), we could change our behaviour.  
 
However, we often end up changing our cognition (thoughts, attitudes) instead, in one or more of the 
following four ways:  

• 1) Deny our cognitions 
o “There is no evidence that smoking is bad for you and causes cancer”  

• 2) Trivialize our cognitions (i.e. change the importance of a cognition)  
o “The evidence is weak that smoking is bad for you and causes cancer”  
o i.e. downplaying the negative aspects of a thought or attitude.  

• 3) Modify our cognitions 
o Ex: “I smoke quite a bit” → “I really don’t smoke that much” 

• 4) Add more cognitions 
o “I exercise so much that it doesn’t even matter that I smoke” 

 
 
Information processing model (Sensory, working, and long-term memory) – see prev. notes in this doc 



 
 

New section: Language 
This section is a mass of the videos and the text-based resource at the beginning of the section 

 
Language – the primary method of human communication, involving not only verbal and written 
systems but further signs, symbols, body, etc. 

 
Timing of language  

 
Timeline of language acquisition: 

• 9 to 12 months:  babbling 

• 12 to 18 months:  first word, followed by about one word per month 

• 18 to 20 months:  “explosion of language” and combining words, making phases, correct 
verb pairing (e.g. know that ‘is jumping’ is a correct pair and ‘will  
jumping’ is not). 

 

––––––––––––––––– all of the above occurs before the age of 2! ––––––––––––––––– 
 

• 2 to 3 years:   longer sentences (3 words or more) 

• 5 years:   language rules largely mastered, telling stories that mostly make sense 
 
 
Critical period (aka sensitive period) (age 0 to 8/9) 

• The periodic of time in which a child is most able to learn a language.  

• Language learning becomes a much harder task as we age.  
 
 
Learning a language as a child is not a gradually increasing skill, but is actually said to be a ‘U-shaped 
learning curve’ 

• When children first start learning to talk, the verbs they use are the most common (e.g. go, eat, 
give, run), verbs that are irregulate in the past tense.  

• At first (before they learn the rules and see the patterns and just base their language from 
mimicking and copying), they use the past tense properly (e.g. ‘I ran’, ‘he went’).  

• However, as they undergo the vocabulary burst (a rapid expansion of vocabulary), they start 
noticing patterns in the language and learning general rules, they begin to over-apply them and 
make broad generalization, while leads to incorrect use of the language (e.g. saying ‘I runned’ 
instead of ‘I ran’)  

• Eventually, the child will begin to understand where the rules apply, and where they don’t, and 
then begin to properly form the past tense once again as they settle into the language.  

• This results in a ‘U-shaped learning curve’ – language mastery starts high, drops for a period of 
time, and then improves again.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

3 main theories of language development 
 

Nativist (aka innatist) – suggests that we are born with something in our genes that allows us to learn 
language 

• Researcher:  Chomsky  

• Theorized that there is a theoretical language acquisition device (LAD) somewhere in our brains 
that is responsible for learning a language (analogous to the way that say the hypothalamus is 
responsible for maintaining body temperature). 

o Chomsky explains the cause of the critical period (see last lecture) is because the LAD is 
active during this period.  
 

• Theory is based upon the belief that all languages share a universal grammar (i.e. the same 
basic elements, such as nouns, verbs, etc.), because this grammar is part of our genetic makeup.  

o The majority of languages have verbs and nouns, and similar ways to structure thoughts, 
though this is not true in every instance. 

o In this theory, language is thought of as having a finite number of rules from which we 
can build an infinite number of phrases, and the core of these rules is somehow 
programmed into our brains. 

o This helps explain how young children can learn such complicated ideas so quickly, and 
why there are so many similarities in language around the world (since the core rules 
are ‘pre-programmed’).  

o This aspect of the theory is comparable to how we think of numbers – regardless of 
cultural background, math always works in fundamentally the same way.  

• If this is true, then language is partly biological, it could explain why humans seem to have far 
more complicated communication patterns than any other species. 
 

 
Learning theory – children aren’t born with anything; they acquire and learn language like learning any 
other skill; through repetition and reinforcement.  

• Parents repeat words, and reinforce the child’s efforts to say the word with smiles, hugs, cooing, 
attention, praise, etc.  

• ‘Language is a conditioned behavior’. Ties in to B.F. Skinner’s operant conditioning: 
o Reinforcement is given after a desired response, and thus behaviour is changed to give 

that desired response (i.e. the strength of a behaviour is modified by the behaviour’s 
consequences) 

• Ex. A child learns to say “Mama” because every time it makes a sound that approaches that 
word (“M–-, Ma––“), the parents will smile, coo, hug them, attend to them for this behaviour, so 
the child learns over time that the more it makes sounds like that, the more it receives this kind 
of treatment, and will eventually learn to say “Mama”.  

• Ex. As children grow older, they are praised for speaking properly, and corrected when they 
misspeak (reinforcement).  
 

• While this theory is logical, it fails to explain how new words and new phrases come about (i.e. 
words they’ve never heard before), since children are only parroting the things they have heard 
from their parents.  

 



 
 

Interactionist theory (sociocultural theory) – suggests that both social and biological factors have to 
interact for language to develop.  

• Researcher: Vygotsky 

• Children’s desire to socially interact and communicate with others (e.g. adults in their life) 
motivates them to learn language 

o This means that the environment you grow up in will heavily affect how well or how 
quickly you learn to talk. 

▪ Ex. infant being raised by their mother is more likely to learn to word ‘mama’ 
and less likely to develop ‘Dada’, because the infant wants to develop language 
so that it can communicate with its mother.  

▪ Explains why the first words we learn are ways to demand attention or food.  
▪ Explains why commonly used vocabulary and phrases are taught first when 

learning a new language as an adult.  
 
 
 
How do we study language today? 

• Many of the main theories of language development (above) came about as the result of 
“armchair psychology” (i.e. sitting and thinking about a problem). 

• Newer models of language are computational (i.e. mathematical) – a model is made and tested 
to see if it behaves and ‘learns’ in the same way that we do. 

o Models like these have helped to identify and measure linguistical features such as the 
critical period for language learning (0-2 years), the vocabulary burst, and the U-shaped 
learning. 

• New brain imaging technology (e.g. MRI, fMRI) allows us to study the afflicted brain regions in 
patients with language-acquisition disorders. 

• fMRI tracks where and when our brain uses energy, so if a certain part of your brain ‘lights up’ 
when you’re learning a language, then that part of your brain is using energy, and in this 
context, it might be related to language-acquisition.  

o Limitation – we learn over time and not all a once, but a brain scan only represents the 
brain at a single moment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Language and the Brain: Aphasia and Split-Brain Patients 
 

No discrete ‘language organ’ exists in the brain – language is divided into many sub-functions.  
 
Language functions are usually centralized in left hemisphere (Mnemonic: Language in the Left) 

• True for 90% of right-handed people. 

• True for 70% of left-handed and ambidextrous people.  

• Regardless of which hemisphere the language is centralized in, there are 2 main areas involved: 
o Broca’s area – creating speech 

▪ Speaking and expressing language 
▪ Frontal lobe 

o Wernicke’s area – interpreting speech 
▪ Understanding language 
▪ Temporal lobe 

 
o Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas are connected by the arcuate fasciculus, a bundle of 

nerve fibers 
▪ Interestingly, this connection is also found in deaf people who practice sign 

language, indicating that this link is not specific to spoken language, but rather 
the brain adapts to sue whatever modality is necessary for communication.  

 
Language acquisition can be hampered if certain parts of the brain are damaged during critical periods 
of language development.  

• Aphasia – a communication disorder which causes problems with language, such as problems 
with speaking, listening, writing, and reading (usually caused by damage to the left hemisphere) 

o Children with damage to similar regions of the brain can actually grow up with only 
slightly impaired language ability, implying that the brain can develop new language 
pathways that are fairly good (though not quite as good as the original).  

• Types of aphasia: 
o Broca’s aphasia (aka non-fluent aphasia) 

▪ Patients have problems forming language / producing speech (words become 
halting, broken, and slurred), but no trouble understanding what is said to 
them. 

▪ Mnemonic: Broca = Broken speech 
 
 

o Wernicke’s aphasia (aka fluent aphasia, or receptive aphasia) 
▪ Patients lose the ability to understand language (i.e. can’t comprehend what is 

being said to them), but can still produce words. 

• While they can still produce words, and often speak using grammatically 
correct sentences with normal rate and rhythm/sound, often what they 
say doesn’t make a lot of sense, or they pepper their sentences with 
non-existent or irrelevant words.  

o  “Word Salad” = produced speech is normal but lacks sense.  



 
 

• They may fail to realize that they are using the wrong words or using a 
non-existent word and often they are not fully aware that what they say 
doesn’t make sense. 

 

 
 

o Global aphasia  
▪ Cooccurrence of both Wernicke’s and Broca’s aphasia – a combination of 

impaired comprehension and production of speech. 
▪ Mnemonic - ‘Globally’ affects language  

o Conduction aphasia (aka associative aphasia) 
▪ Inability to conduct information between listening and speaking.  
▪ Results in an inability to repeat something, even if they manage to understand 

what is being said.  
▪ Though the cause of conduction aphasia is unclear, you can think about it as the 

result of an interruption to the arcuate fasciculus, which would interrupt the 
conduction of information between listening and speaking.  

 

• Lots of other types of communication other than speech, which have their own equivalents to 
aphasia. 

o Agraphia - inability to write.  
▪ Mnemonic: G think Gel pen.  

o Anomia - inability to name objects or retrieve words  
▪ Mnemonic: N think Name  

 



 
 

 
 

 

Language is example of a large function that is broken into small subfunctions, spread around into other 
parts of brain. 

• Think of it like trying to avoid having all of your eggs in one basket – this is a good thing, because 
if you have localized brain damage, you won’t completely lose everything. 

• When functions are divided like this, its easier for brain to adapt  
o Stroke example: 

▪ When people have strokes that affect the left hemisphere, they may have 
trouble speaking right after the stroke. However, over time and with therapy, 
some people can re-train other speech-related parts of brain by creating new 
connections between neuron (neural/synaptic plasticity), allowing undamaged 
parts of the brain to take over functions that the damaged-parts once 
performed.    

▪ The original part of the brain can sometimes recover too.  
▪ Both of these effects combined can help people speak again with some degree 

of fluency.  
 
 
Split-brain patient 

• Patient has perfectly functioning hemispheres, however; the connection between hemispheres 
(the corpus callosum – a thick band of nerve fibers) is severed, which disrupts communication 
between the two hemispheres of the brain. 

o Severing of the corpus callosum used to be performed as a treatment for seizures at the 
cost of language.   

• Symptoms – trouble naming objects. Why?  



 
 

o Language is centralized to the left hemisphere, and these patients have lost 
communicate between left and right hemispheres. 

o Since the brain has contralateral organization (i.e. information from the left visual field 
gets processed by the right side of the brain, and vice versa), any visual input in the left 
field of few will still be visually interpreted, but the patient won’t be able to name the 
object because the right hemisphere can’t communicate the relevant information to the 
language centers of the left hemisphere, which are responsible for producing language.  

▪ The patient would still be able to pick up the object with their left hand, because 
the right hemisphere controls your left side body movements.  

o However, if the object was in the patient’s right visual field, it would be processed in the 
left hemisphere, and thus it is ‘already in the right place’, and the patient will be able to 
name the object.  

▪ Thus, in the scenario before where the patient couldn’t name the object – if 
they turned their head to put the object in their right visual field instead, then 
they would now be able to name the object.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

o NOTE: Right visual field ≠ Seen only by right eye. 
▪ Right visual field essentially means the portion of the visual field that lies to the 

right of the center.   
 

Prosody – the patterns of stress and intonation in a language 

• Concerned with larger units of speech like syllables.  

• Contribute to linguistic functions such as intonation, tone, stress, and rhythm. 
o e.g. statement vs. question vs. command, irony, sarcasm, emphasis, contrast 
o Aspects of language other than grammar and choice of vocabulary.  

• Located in the right hemisphere. 



 
 

Theories of Language and Cognition  
(i.e. the relationship between language and thought)  

 
How do language and cognition relate? (i.e. does our language influence our thoughts, or do our 
thoughts influence our language, or somewhere in between?) 
 
Ex: Does having different words for color mean that you think about color differently?  

• There is a country in New Guinea that has only two words for color (dark or light), while English 
has lots of words for colour (red, blue, green, orange, etc.) 

 

 
Universalism – thought determines language.  

• Belief that thought comes before language, and therefore human cognition utterly dictates the 
language that develops. 

• Ex: The New Guinea people only think about dark and light. If they had other thoughts about 
colour, they would develop words for them.  

 
Piaget – thought influences language 

• Came up with a theory of cognitive development in children, saying that cognitive development 
influences language. 

• He believed that once children were able to think a certain way, they then developed language 
to describe those thoughts.  

o Ex. When children develop object permanence (i.e. knowing that an object still exists 
even when they can’t see it anymore), they start to develop words like gone and 
missing, find, etc.  

 
Vygotsky – language and thought are both independent, but converge through development. 

• Eventually, children learn to use both language and thought together via socialization 
interaction with adults, who already know the language. 

• Through the interaction, they learnt to connect their thoughts with the language that they are 
learning. 

 



 
 

Weak Linguistic Determinism (aka relativism) – language influences thought. 

• Believes linguistic structure influences but does not determine the context of everyday 
encounters. 

o Linguistic Relativism – the differences in language between cultures.  
o Ex: Consider the following sentence: “The girl pushes the boy”. 

▪ If you imagine that situation with the girl on the left, your native language 
probably reads from left to right like English.  

▪ If you imagine that situation with the girl on the right, your native language 
probably reads right to left like Hebrew.  

▪ However, many native English people surely drew it with the girl on the right 
too, which is why this theory uses ‘influences’ not ‘determines’ – language just 
makes it more common (or ‘easier’) for us to think a certain way, based on how 
our language is structured. 

 
Strong Linguistic Determinism (aka Sapir-Whorfian hypothesis) – language determines thought  

• Language and linguistic structure completely determines cognition and perception. 

• Simply – people understand their world through language, and language shapes how we 
experience the world.  

o Ex. Native tribe called Hopi without grammatical tense in language.  
▪ Whorfian thought that this meant that they couldn’t think about time in same 

way. 
▪ It was later discovered that they just have a different way of expressing past, 

present, and future.  
 
 
Other language terms and concepts: 
 
Lexicon – the vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge. 

o ex. The lexicon of American Sign Language (ASL) would be the total combinations of hand 
movements, locations, facial expressions, and body language that help them to form 
meaningful words. 

Lexical access – identifying a word and connecting it to its meaning (which has been stored in long-term 
memory) 

5 basic components of language: 
1) Phonology – the production of speech sounds  

▪ Phenome – the smallest unit of sound (individual sounds)  

• English language has 40 
o e.g. book = b + oo + k 
o e.g. chew =  ch + OO 

• ASL uses hand movements and locations as phenomes.  
▪ Mnemonic: Phone = sound 

2) Morphology – structure of words, how words are formed 
▪ Morpheme – the smallest functional grammatical unit of a language  

• e.g. incoming = in + come + ing 



 
 

• e.g. desks = desk + s  

• ASL uses the combination of hand shape and location to form 
morphemes.  

▪ Mnemonic: Morph = Morph two or more morphemes together to get a word 
3) Semantics – the study of meaning. Association of meaning with a word 

▪ The broad meanings of each word, phrase, sentence, or text. 
▪ Mnemonic: ‘Semantics’ is the one of the five words that has the letters to spell 

‘means’ in it.  
4) Syntax – how words are strung together in sentences – the structure of sentences 

▪ The way and order in which words are placed arranged to create grammatically 
correct sentences. 

▪ In ASL, this would mean combining multiple signs, gestures, and body 
movements to communicate effectively. 

▪ Mnemonic: Syntax error is a character placed incorrectly in a command that 
causes a failure in the program.  

5) Pragmatics – dependences of language on context and pre-existing knowledge.  
▪ The study of what words mean in particular situations 
▪ The rules for social language. 
▪ Ex. Child says to woman in grocery store “you are fat”. Syntax and semantics 

etc. are all fine, just the child has not yet mastered the pragmatics (social rules, 
context) of the language. 

▪  Mnemonic: Need to practice pragmatics to avoid saying something at the 
wrong time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

New topic: Emotion 
 

Limbic System 
 

 
 
Limbic System – a set of structures in the brain, and many structures play an important role in 
regulating emotions.  

• Experts can’t agree on what structures make up the entire limbic system. 

• Responsible for storage/retrieval of memories, especially ones tied to emotions.  

• Limbic system structures sit on top of the brain stem 

• 4 Main Structures of the Limbic System: 
o Acronym: HAT worn by a Hippo (HAT Hippo):  
o Hypothalamus, Amygdala, Thalamus, and Hippocampus.  

 
Thalamus – sensory relay station 

• 2 thalami per brain 

• Everything sense you receive (e.g. hear, taste, etc.) come through your nerves and end up in 
thalamus, which then directs these to the appropriate areas in cortex and other parts of the 
brain.  

• Why is this relevant to emotion? 
o Emotions are very dependent on senses.  
o Note: Smell is only one sense that bypasses the thalamus – it has its own ‘relay station’ 

in areas closer to amygdala. 



 
 

 
 
 
Amygdala (the ‘aggression center’) 

• 2 amygdalae per brain 

• If you stimulate the amygdala, it produces feelings of anger/violence and fear/anxiety.  
o Anxious people are sometimes given Benzodiazepine / Benzos (function similar to 

alcohol in a pharmacological sense) 

• If you destroy it, it produces a mellowing effect.  

• Kluver-Bucy syndrome – bilateral destruction (destruction of both) of amygdala. Symptoms: 
o Hyperorality (put things in mouth a lot) 
o Hypersexuality 
o Disinhibited behaviour (ignore social conventions, act impulsively, ignore risks, etc.) 

 
▪ A way to remember it:: People with anxiety (active amygdala) are given Benzos 

(which are ‘like alcohol) to reduce amygdala activity. Reduced amygdala activity 
(Kluver-Bucy syndrome) produces ‘drunken-like behaviours’.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Hippocampus – key role in forming new memories. 

• Converts STM (short-term memory) → LTM (long-term memory).  

• If destroyed, old memories (stored in your LTM already) remain intact, but no new memories 
can be formed (since they cannot leave the STM step) (anterograde amnesia). 

• Involvement with emotion: Hippocampus is responsible for the emotions that are associated 
with memories (e.g. remembering that a large dog barking at you made you feel fear)  

• Mnemonic: good memories of your university campus from undergraduate days – all those 
memories were originally made using the hippocampus 

 
 

 
Hypothalamus – (Physiological) regulates autonomic nervous system (ANS) - fight or flight vs. rest and 
digest 

• hypo = below 

• Hypothalamus = below the thalamus 

• Tiny structure (bean size) 

• For the purposes of the limbic system, the hypothalamus controls the ANS (flight or flight vs. 
rest and digest) via the endocrine system (by triggering hormones such as E and NE) 

• The hypothalamus is also responsible for basic drives: hunger, thirst, sex, sleep 
o Mnemonic: in order to get under someone (hypo), you’ll need to take them out to 

dinner and drinks first (hunger and thirst), let your food digest a little by watching a 
movie (ANS – rest and digest), then make a move which gets the adrenalin pumping 
(ANS – fight or flight), which leads to the bedroom (sex), where you fall asleep (sleep) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Cerebral Hemispheres and Prefrontal Cortex 
 
The cerebral cortex (outermost layer of the brain) plays an important role in emotions too. 

(Behavioural) 
 
Cerebral cortex can be divided (organized) in many ways: 
 

Dividing into left and right hemispheres. 
 
LEFT HEMISPHERE     RIGHT HEMISPHERE 
Positive emotions evoke more activity here  Negative emotions evoke more activity here 

Sociable            Isolative      
 
EVIDENCE: 

• Video study: 
o Pleasure, happy videos shown to participant increased L hemi activity on EEG. 
o Shocking, disturbing videos shown to participants increased R hemi activity on EEG.   

• Children social interaction study (observing a group of children then taking EEG readings): 
o Observing a group of children 
o Social kids (playing in a group) had more activity in L hemisphere on the EEG 
o Isolated kids had more activity in R hemisphere on the EEG.  

• Personality study: 
o More positive, joyful, interest, enthusiastic, cheerful people have more activity in left 
o More timid, fearful, depressed, isolative people had more activity in right 

 
 

Dividing into functional divisions, such as the prefrontal cortex 
(front part of the cerebral cortex, right behind your forehead) 

 

• Prefrontal cortex is responsible for many higher-order functions (i.e. things that ‘make a human 
human’) 

o e.g. solving problems, thinking about philosophical issues, making decisions… 
o Importantly: prefrontal cortex is involved in managing how you behave in different 

social situations, and how you react to situations, etc. – ‘controlling’ emotions (for 
example, the pre-frontal cortex stops us from behaving like a toddler and having a 
tantrum when something doesn’t go our way) 

• Undergoes most development after birth, and develops substantially in humans as we age  
o Explains why we don’t have tantrums as adults.  

 

• Phineas Gage – famous example of a man who had an iron rod penetrate his prefrontal cortex. 
Before the incident, he was a nice guy. After the incident, he was rude, rough, swore a lot, and 
behaved inappropriately (because he lost the ability to manage how he behaves and how he 
reacted to situations) 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) and Physiological Markers of Emotion 
 
ANS – part of the peripheral nervous system that controls involuntary responses (i.e. physiological 
changes that aren’t under your control) 
 
2 branches – sympathetic (fight or flight) and parasympathetic (rest and digest) 

 

• Sympathetic: “fight or flight” 
o Pupils dilate (want to be able to see better and bring in more light – more alert) 
o Decrease in salivation (think: dry mouth when giving a presentation)  
o Increase respiration rate (more O2 in) 
o Increase heart rate (more O2 to tissues) 
o Increase glucose release (more energy) 
o Increase adrenaline (epinephrine) and norepinephrine 
o Decrease in digestion (want to divert energy to other areas)  

 

• Parasympathetic: “rest and digest”  
o Pupils constrict (rest) 
o Increased salvation (digest) 
o Decrease respiratory rate (rest) 
o Decreased heart rate (rest) 
o Increase glucose storage (digest) 
o Decrease in adrenalin 
o Increase digestion 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Three Components of Emotion and the Universal Emotions 
 
Emotions – subjective experiences that are accompanied by physiological, behavioural, and cognitive 
changes. 

• All three components (physiological, cognitive, and behavioural) are interrelated. 
 
Three components of emotion: 

• Physiological – the change in body functions  
o Can include changes in patterns of brain activation, neurotransmitter production, 

autonomic nervous system activity, etc.  
o ex. being surprised at a surprise birthday party causes increased HR, muscles tense, and 

skin temperature increases.  
 

• Cognitive – the change in thoughts 
o Mental assessments (such as appraisal of what is happening, thoughts and expectations 

about the situation, general thoughts about the experience etc.) 
o Varies from culture to culture, person to person 
o Cognitive experiences can result from emotions, or cause emotions: 

▪ ex. One person might be happy because of the surprise party because of their 
previous cognition, wile another person might be rattled because they hate 
surprise parties.  

 

• Behavioural – the change in behaviour  
o Emotions produces different behavioral responses (e.g. body language, facial 

expressions). 
o Expressions vary by individual and are interpreted differently culture to culture. 

 
Characteristics of emotions: 

• Temporary (relatively discrete beginnings, and relatively short durations) 
o Unlike moods, which are not necessarily discrete and can last much longer (e.g. anxiety 

is a mood not an emotion) 

• Can be positive or negative (e.g. happy vs. sad) 

• Can vary in intensity (e.g. extremely upset vs. a little sad) 

• Can be involuntary  
o Explains why we use phrases such as ‘fall in love’, ’explodes with range’, ‘overwhelmed 

with excitement’ etc.  
 
Paul Ekman found 6 main universal emotions 

• ‘Universal’ in a sense that these 6 emotions have consistent facial expressions across cultures, 
and are easily recognizable - can be identified by everyone around the world 

o Doesn’t mean that everyone feels them the same way. 

• (Acronym: Emotions are just High School FADS - HSFADS) 
o Happiness: raised cheeks, elevated corners of mouth (sometimes: wrinkles on outer 

corner of the eyes, and teeth exposed) 
o Sadness: uplifted inner corner of eyebrows, downturned lips  (/ono\) 



 
 

o Surprise: raised eyebrows, eyes open wise, jaws dropped/open mouth and teeth parted, 
horizontal wrinkles across forehead, upper lip raised, lower lip drawn down,  

o Fear: eyebrows raised and drawn together, wrinkles in middle of forehead, eyes open 
intense, mouth open, lips drawn back slightly. 

o Disgust: raised cheeks, wrinkled cheeks, eyebrows are lowered. 
o Anger: penetrating stare, eyelids tense, lips pressed together. 

 

 
 
 

Why are emotions universally recognizable?  

• Darwin hypothesized that the ability to understand and express emotion is an innate ability that 
help individuals act in ways that gave them a better chance of survival – i.e. emotions have an 
adaptive value. 

• Evidence that emotions are innate: 
o Newborn baby react the same way and have the same emotions as grownups 
o People who have been blind for life have the same facial expressions as normal-visioned 

people.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

4 major Theories of Emotion 
Which of the three components of emotion (i.e. cognitive, physiological, and behavioural responses) 
come first?  
 

James-Lange  
Experience of emotion is due to the perception of 
your physiological responses – physiological 
response comes first, emotion comes as a result of 
interpreting the physiological response.  
 
Event → Physiological Response (PR) → 
Interpretation of PR → Emotion 
 

 
 
Example 1 – 
Holding pet cat (Event) → Increased HR etc. (PR) → 
Interpretation of PR → Happiness (Emotion).  
 
It’s not the cat that is directly making you 
happy…it’s your mind’s interpretation of what the 
cat is doing to your body (i.e. the physiological 
response of your body, caused by the cat) that 
makes you happy.  
 
Example 2 –  A man (who knows he is allergic to 
bees) encounters a bee. The man’s heart beat 
increases, he starts sweating, and he interprets 
these physiological changes as the emotion fear. 
 
Example 3 – When your emotion is sad, you don’t 
cry (PR) because you’re sad (emotion), you’re sad 
(emotion) because you cry (PR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Cannon-Bard  
Physiological response + Emotion occur 
simultaneously.  
 
Event → Physiological Response + Emotion 
(simultaneously)  
 

 
 
Example 1 – Holding your cat (event) → 
Increased HR etc. (physiological response) and 
Happiness (emotion) occur at same time. 
 
Example 2 – A man (who knows he is allergic to 
bees) encounters a bee. Simultaneously, the 
man’s HR increase, he starts sweating, and he 
experiences fear.  
 
 
Disagreed with James-Lange theory because 
they found several flaws in the theory: 
– Physiological responses can occur in the 
absence of emotion (for example, HR increases 
during a long run without you feeling afraid) 
– Different emotions can have the same 
physiological response (for example, HR 
increases during both anger and excitement).  
– Physiological response system is too slow to 
produce an emotion that seem to happen 
almost instantly (for example, hearing a loud 
noise would cause instantaneous 
fear/shock/surprise, with the physiologic 
responses of increased HR and muscle tone 
coming later)  
 



 
 

 

Schachter-Singer  
Two-factor theory of emotion – physiological and 
cognitive responses simultaneously form 
experience of emotion. 
 
 
 
Event → PR + Cognitive labeling (appraisal) → 
Emotion  
 
How we appraise the situation (i.e. labelling events) 
is based on cultural/individual differences.  
 
The same event can produce two very different 
emotions, depending on how we label the event  
 
Example 1 – 
Holding pet cat (Event) → Increased HR etc. (PR) → 
Identify the reason for the PR and for the event 
(“my heart rate increased because I’m holding my 
cat and this is really nice, I like holding may cat”) → 
Happiness (Emotion).  
 
Example 2 – A man (who knows he is allergic to 
bees) encounters a bee. Simultaneously, the man 
interprets that his allergy to bees makes this 
encounter threatening, his HR increases, and he 
starts sweating. He labels the emotion he is 
experiencing as fear. 
 
 
 

Lazarus 
Experience of emotion depends on how the 
situation is cognitively appraised (labelled).  
 

 
Event → Cognitive labeling (appraisal)→ 
Emotion + PR  
 
How we appraise the situation (i.e. labelling 
events) is based on cultural/individual 
differences.  
 
The same event can produce two very different 
emotions, depending on how we label the 
event  
(example – holding a cat will be appraised as a 
bad situation if the person has been scratched 
by cats before, but as a good event if the 
person grew up with nice cats)  
(example –  activity of jumping off a plane is 
terrifying for some but exhilarating for others, 
depending on the label they assign to the 
event).  
 
Example 1 – Holding pet cat (Event) → Label 
the situation (Cognitive) as a joyous one → 
Happiness (Emotion) + Increased HR (PR) 
 
Example 2 – A man (who knows he is allergic to 
bees) encounters a bee. The man interprets 
that his allergy to bees makes this encounter 
threatening, and he labels the situation to be 
threatening. Simultaneously, his HR increases, 
and he starts sweating, and he experiences the 
emotion of fear. 
 
 

 
 

 
. 



 
 

 
 
 

Recap: 
James-Lange:   physiological -> emotion   No cognitive aspect 
Cannon-Bard:   physiological + emotion    No cognitive aspect 
Schachter-Singer: physiological + cognitive -> emotion  Cognitive aspect 
Lazarus:   cognitive -> physiological + emotion  Cognitive aspect 

 
 
 
 

Other notes: 

• Yerkes-Dodson Law - people perform best when they are moderately aroused (i.e. performance 
increases with physiological or mental arousal, but only up to a point) 

o Bell-shaped curve.  

 
o The relationship between long term memory and emotions follows a Yerkes-Dodson 

curve – meaning that moderate emotions (e.g. mild fear) are associated with optimal 
memory recall, while extreme emotional responses (e.g. strong fear) usually impact 
memory negatively. 

 

 

 



 
 

New Section: Stress 
 

What is Stress? 
 

Stress – the process by which we appraise (label, assess) and cope with the environmental threats and 
challenges. 
 
The term ‘stress’ encompasses both the stressor and the stress reaction 

• Stressor – the threatening/challenging event (e.g. the lynx running towards the hare in a 
predator/prey situation)  

• Stress reaction – subsequent physical and emotional response in response to a stressor (e.g. 
response of the hare).  

 
 
 
 
Richard Lazarus – proposed the appraisal theory of stress, which suggests that: 

• Stress arises less so from the actual physical event, and more so from the appraisal 
(assessment/interpretation) of those events.  

• There are two stages to the cognitive stages of stress:  
o Primary appraisal – assessing the stress in the present situation 

The primary appraisal can lead to one of three categories of response to this primary 
appraisal: 

▪ Benign/Positive – for example, the hare sees a zoo-keeper as a benign/positive 
threat, because the zoo-keeper isn’t interested in the hare, and may even 
capture the lynx to take back to his zoo. The hare has something to gain.  

▪ Irrelevant – perceived threat is irrelevant, doesn’t impose a danger, nothing to 
gain or lose from the situation.   

▪ Stressful/Negative – the stressor is actually threatening, and may lead to harm, 
loss, or negative consequences (for example, the hare appraises the presence of 
a lynx as a stressful)  

• In this case, we move forward with secondary appraisal. 



 
 

o Secondary appraisal – Appraisal continues so that the individual can evaluate their 
ability to cope with the situation (e.g. what is the individual’s material preparedness to 
deal with stressor?): 

▪ Harm – what damage has already been caused? (example – no damage has 
been done to the hare yet, since the lynx is still 50 yards away) 

▪ Threat – how much damage could be caused? (example – lots of damage could 
be caused to the hare if the lynx reaches him, because the lynx can literally rip 
the hare in half) 

▪ Challenge – how can the situation be overcome or conquered? (example – hare 
can run like the wind to get back to the safety of his hole) 
 

Humans can have a stress reaction (just like the animals in the examples above), but we can also 
anticipate stressors. This makes the whole process a bit more interesting/complicated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Stressors 
4 major categories of stressors: 

1. Significant life changes – significant personal life change 

• ex. marriage, death of loved one, loss of job, having children, leaving home, etc. 
 

2. Catastrophic events – a large scale event that everyone considers threatening. 

• ex. wars, natural disasters, etc.   
 

3. Daily hassles – seemingly minor events/hassles of daily life  

• ex. long store lines, forgetting car keys, aggravating roommates, email spam, car 
engine burns out, tire punctured, expectations not communicated well between you 
and your spouse, inability to let go of an unobtainable goal etc.  

• SES (socioeconomic status) and daily stressors: 
o ex. low SES (inadequate income, unemployment) is often accompanied by 

daily stressors 

• Race and daily stressors: 
o ex. minorities, daily hassles might include racism. 

 

• Although these stressors seem little, they certainly add up and take a huge toll 
o For this reason, many psychologists consider daily hassles to be the most 

important form of stressor.  
 

4. Ambient stressors – global stressors that are integrated into the background of the 
environment.  

• Stressors that we just ‘put up with’ in our lives. 

• Physically perceivable, but non-urgent and hard to control. 

•  Can contribute to our stressors and negatively impact us without us being aware of 
them.  

• ex. Pollution, noise, crowding 
 

 
 

Car is all packed up and you are driving out of town to move into residence for first year of university 
(significant life change). You drive over a nail and get a puncture in your tire (daily hassle). All the while, 
the noise and pollution of the city is ongoing (ambient). Out of nowhere, a tornado hits and devastates 
your home city (catastrophes).   



 
 

Responding to Stress 
 
Walter Cannon – looked to expand our understanding of the homeostatic response of animals to threats 
and dangers (i.e. stressors)  

• Cannon termed our response to threats the “fight and flight response”, which is composed of 
two major systems:  

o NERVOUS SYTEM – Sympathetic Response (flight or flight) of the ANS: 
▪ Primes our body to help us get out of danger.  
▪ Increased HR, increase respiration, increased peripheral vasoconstriction to 

divert blood away from non-essential organs and processes and towards vital 
organs and core areas, inhibit digestion/immune function/ovulation etc.  

o ENDOCRINE SYSTEM – Endocrine response of the Adrenal glands: 
▪ Adrenal medulla - release catecholamines (E and NE). 

• Catecholamine are tyrosine derivatives. 

• Increase HR and BP 

• Support the sympathetic nervous system  
▪ Adrenal cortex - releases cortisol (a glucocorticoid) 

• Cortisol is a steroid hormone  

• Redistributes glucose in the body and suppresses the immune system.  

• Mnemonic: Cannon can be used to fight (e.g. pirate ships) or flight (e.g. human cannonball).  
 

“Tend and befriend response” 

• Sometimes, a better response to stress is to ‘huddle together’ and form support systems. 

• Oxytocin – associated with peer bonding (which helps moderates the stress response) 
o Oxytocin is strongly linked to estrogen (a major sex hormone in women) 
o This explains why this ‘tend and befriend response’ tends to be much stronger in 

women than men.  
 
 

General Adaptation Syndrome (GAS) – 3 distinct stages/phases of stress (by Hans Selye): 
1. Alarm phase – stress reaction kicks in, heart begins to race, resources are mobilized – 

“Ready for fight or flight” 
 

2. Resistance phase – make use of our body’s stress resources to deal with and resist stress 
until the stressor is gone or the stress resolves. 

• Involves fleeing, huddling, elevated temperature/BP/breathing, body bathed in 
cortisol 

 

3. Exhaustion phase – if resistance isn’t followed by recovery (i.e. the stress or threat 
continues), then our body’s stress resources are depleted, causing our tissues to become 
damaged, and our susceptibility to illness increases due to our dampened immunity  

• We are equipped to short-term stress. But if our short-term stress response is 
frequently (e.g. daily) or chronically (i.e. long-term) activated, there will be serious 
negative impacts.   

 

Mnemonic: castle under siege. Watchman spots the enemy approaching and raises the alarms (alarm phase). The 
attack is resisted by using all the castle’s resources such as putting up the drawbridge, fighting with swords, 
shooting arrows, trebuchet, etc. (resistance phase), but eventually the resources are used up and the enemy 
prevails (exhaustion phase), causing damage to the castle (tissue damage) and the castle gets overtaken 
(susceptibility to illness). – SEE RELEVANT ‘REFERENCE DOCUMENT’ for a visual of this.  



 
 

 
 
 
 

Physical Effects of Stress 
 
Chronic stress has serious negative effects on different aspects of our body. 
 
Heart and blood vessels (BVs) 

• BVs distend in response to increased BP during stress response. 
o In response to this distension, the BVs build up more muscle, causing them to become 

more rigid.  
o This increased BV rigidity in turn leads to a need for the heart to pump with more force 

to move blood through the vessels.  
o This can lead to hypertension (↑↑↑BP) which itself can lead to vascular disease 

(disease of BVs – BVs get damaged by higher force of blood movement).  
o Damage of BVs leads to inflammation and plaque build up.  
o Plaque is attracted to fat and cholesterol, which end up sticking to damaged BVs. 
o Worst place to experience this is coronary arteries (the arteries that feed the heart 

tissue) – coronary artery disease, which can cause heart attacks (loss of blood supply to 
heart as an organ causes it to cease functioning properly)  
 

Metabolism  

• During stress, body secretes cortisol and glucagon, which convert glycogen to glucose and 
increase blood glucose levels.   

• If stress is psychosocial, and we don’t actually need to ‘run for our lives’ (i.e. blood glucose 
increased under conditions in which we don’t need our blood glucose increased), then this 



 
 

increase in blood glucose can contribute to/exacerbate metabolic conditions (e.g. diabetes) and 
heart disease.  
 

Reproductive 

• Women: 
o Reproduction is a huge energy expense in women, so this gets shut down during stress 

response to keep energy available for the stress response.  
o FSH/LH and then estrogen/progesterone can be inhibited which reduce reproductive 

abilities (e.g. release of eggs, nurturing growth) 
▪ Precise FSH/LH levels are very important and regulated 

• Men 
o Stress reduces levels of testosterone, however precise levels of testosterone are not so 

important, so even with reduced testosterone, stressed men are never really reduced to 
the point of infertility. 

o Impotence/erectile dysfunction also often caused by stress because BVs become 
constricted to allow more blood to remain in the core, while preventing blood from 
being able to flow to the penis.  

▪ Stress is a leading cause of impotence in the US.  
 

Immune Function  

• Acute stress – overuse of the innate immune system, leading to inflammation. 
o Too much inflammation can lead to autoimmunity (body attacks itself) (e.g. arthritis – 

joints become overly inflamed) 

• Chronic stress – suppresses the immune system, increasing susceptibility to illness.  

• Studies:  
o 40% slower healing rate for puncture wounds inflicted to grad students right before 

exam compared to the same wounds inflicted during summer vacation 
o 20% increase in development of cold in stressed individuals (increased susceptibility to 

virus) 
 

Behavioural Effects of Stress 
 
2 areas of brain with most glucocorticoid receptors are the hippocampus and frontal cortex. We see 
atrophy (damage, death) in the neurons in these areas in stressed subjects.  

• Hippocampus - learning and memory. 

• Frontal cortex - responsible for impulse control, reasoning, judgment, planning.  
 
Major emotional responses to stress: 

• Depression 
o The main symptom of depression is anhedonia (the inability to feel pleasure)  
o Biological evidence for depression: 

▪ Anterior cingulate (anterior part of the frontal cortex) stops responding to 
serotonin, making the depressed person feel ‘gloomy’, which makes them 
perceive more stressors, making them more stressed.  

o Learned helplessness (one way to explain depression): 



 
 

▪ Depression occurs when a person learns that their attempts to escape negative 
situations makes no difference, that they are helpless.  

▪ As a consequence of their learned helplessness, they become passive and will 
endure aversive stimuli or environments, even in a new situation where escape 
from the aversive stimulus is possible. 

▪ Uncontrollable bad events → Perceived lack of control → Generalized helpless 
behaviour 

▪ This cycle continues downward into major depression. 

• Anger  
o Anger naturally accompanies the “fight” component of the “fight or flight response” of 

stress, explaining why anger is often a behavioural response to stress.  
o Study by Meyer Friedman and Ray Rosenman: 

▪ Wanted to test the notion that stress is associated with increased vulnerability 
to heart disease 

▪ Interviewed patients during their study and characterized them as either Type A 
or Type B.   

• Type A - easily angered, aggressive, competitive 

• Type B - easy going 
▪ Those who had heart attacks later were mostly participants from type A. 
▪ The toxic component of Type A personality was being prone to hostility and 

anger. 

• Anxiety 
o Anxiety naturally accompanies the “flight” component of the “fight or flight response” 

of stress, explaining why anxiety is often a behavioural response to stress.  
o Stress increases activity in your amygdala (which is particularly involved in our fears and 

phobias, leading to more anxiety) 

• Addiction 
o When searching for coping mechanisms to stress, there are a number of good options, 

and a number of bad options (for example addition - alcohol abuse, tobacco, drug 
abuse, etc.) 

o Stress impairs the function of the frontal cortex (which is a region important for 
reasoning and judgement), so impaired judgement can increase likelihood of engaging in 
inappropriate coping mechanisms.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Stress Management 
 
Coping with stress (i.e. removing and decreasing stress levels) 

• Perceived control – a perceived lack of control is associated with higher stress.  
o Robert Sapolsky showed this with baboons who had social hierarchy structures similar 

to humans.  
▪ Primates lower down in social ranking experienced much more stress than the 

ruling-elite baboons.  
▪ The researcher suggested that for humans to counter this stress, we should look 

for areas of life where we can take a little bit of control (e.g. captain a team, 
acquire a leadership position, make a schedule, etc.)  

o The White-Hall Study showed the exact same effect based on relative rank in the 
workplace in humans in Britain – those with lower SES had increased stress. 
 

• Optimism – humor and optimism is linked to decreased stress.  
o Suggestion: Nurture an optimistic outlook.  

 

• Social support – one of best coping mechanisms of stress. Allows us to confide these painful and 
difficult feelings, and allows us to understand we are not alone in stress, which helps contribute 
to our perceived control and optimism.  

o Socially supported communities that have been identified as good coping mechanisms 
to decrease stress are marriage, pets, and close friendships. 
 

Managing stress (i.e. stress can’t be removed or decreased, so we have to learn to manage / live with it, 
or deal with the side-effects of it such as bad mood or disease risk) 

• Exercise – Helps combat the negative CV effects of stress. 
o Decrease risk of cardiovascular disease. Increases cerebrovascular health, and increases 

neurogenesis (grow new neurons and processes). 
o Need to exercise 20-30 minutes daily to get those cardiovascular affects you want 

 

• Meditation – Helps combat the negative CV effects of stress. 
o Helps lower HR, BP, and cholesterol.  

 

• Religious beliefs/faith – correlated by generally healthier lifestyle, and social support. 
 

• Cognitive flexibility – the ability to change our perspective. Perspective change is huge in our 
body’s perception of what is stressing us out. Good way is working with a counsellor.  
 

 


